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I. INTRODUCTION

The pressing need for large government outlays for economic

development has underscored the need to determine the appropriate level and

scope for raising additional tax revenues in developing countries* In

this context, the movement for tax reform planning is progressively gaining

ground in African developing countries* Thir is in line with the realiza

tion of objectives and strategy of the "Second United Nations Development

Decade" which has impressed upon the countries concerned the urgent need

for the formulation and implementation of "a coherent set of policy

measures to promote economic and social progress"* The strategy revolves

round the need to put the developing countries into a "pattern of self-

sustaining economic growth within a generation"• To achieve this goal

hard and protracted efforts in the developing countries themselves;are

called for. Without such effort development is impossible and development

assistance is also apt to be wasted* In this connexion however, it has to

be noted that efforts for effective tax reform planning are thwarted in

most of the African developing countries not only by political and

administrative constraints, but also by the basic economic structures of

these countries with heavy dependence on the exports of a few primary

agricultural commodities, whose prices are subject to wide fluctuations*

This imposes a severe limitation on the designing of a dynamic tax

structure*

In spite of the difficulties of tax reform planning in African

developing countries, this all important task has to be carried out as

best as can be done under the existing circumstances*

The heart of the economic growth process being Capital Formation

or "creation of surplus value" tax reform measures have necessarily to be

directed towards increasing the same. "Surplus value" is obtained by

producing more than is consumed for immediate needs. This has to be

invested and re—invested to promote economic development* It is immaterial

for this purpose as to who owns this surplus—whether the state or private

entrepreneurs—if it is properly directed towards productive investment.

Although the concern with distributional aspects of tax policies is

important from the point of view of social justice, yet that aspect is

more relevant at the stage when the economy is pulled out of the vicious

circle of poverty, low savings and consequently low investments. Without

belabouring this aspect of the matter too much, it is important to

recognize the growing importance of the public sector both in its scope

and functions and responsibilities in African developing countries and

the need for the strengthening of the African Governments by promoting

their domestic resource mobilization efforts- One common fallacy existing

in this connexion is the view often propounded that the under-developed

countries are too poor to save.' Savings, it may be noted in this

connexion are a function not only of the level of income, but also of its

distribution.

Low average per capita incomes in many developing countries in Africa

are accompanied by great inequalities in the distribution of income. Thus

there is scope for raising the average rates of savings by taxing the

consumption of higher income brackets adequately and also achieving the

objective of converting the high income groups from consumers to investors*
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Then there is also the need to tap the presently lightly taxed sector of

the economy viz agriculture. As a country develops it is likely that"
the subsistence non-monetised sector would shrink both in absolute and
relative size with the result that monetised savings would grow.- During
this process the fiscal machinery of the Government should be able to

achieve a high rate of marginal savings. The taxation system should be

geared to penalize such income as is diverted towards luxury consumption

or socially uproductive investments.. '

The iiscal orientation of the. developing countries should ensure

that a high proportion of additional output goes into savings" mobilised

either through taxation or diverted to productive investment1 in the.

private sector itself„ It is accepted as a maxiffi in'development '

economies that at least 20 per cent or more of the total national product

of the developing countries should accrue to the public sector tc meet

their heeds'ofcurrent liabilities and developmental investments* To achieve

this-' would require introduction of well—thought out fiscal taeasiire;?'*

Studies' in depth of the existing taxation stricture of different developing

countries are therefore called for., These studies should" preeent an

analysis of the existing taxation structure in relation to national income

; and sectoral' growth„ : Taxation targets :".n the Tight of this analysis should

be'established for the future0

Taxation' is certainly a complex problem; particularly for countries

which arc just beginning to investigate their tax structure/ in order to

evolve appropriate systems and procedures cuited to them. Substantial

and continuing tax reform planning would be necessary in order to create

an integrated framework for decision making in tax policy, legislation

and administrations :

II.' AGRICULTUPAL TAX SYSTEMS IN AFRICA ■ .... ■ ■

The importance of agriculture sector in any scheme of tax reform

planning ir. the African context: can.hardly be overemphasised P .Agriculture

accounts for oO tc 90,, per.... cent of the exports, of tha African developing

countries and also accounts for a major shaiv.in their gr.Ofis domestic

product. The major part of the labour force is .atill engaged £n,-

il and. nearly two thirds o2 the population still lire in rural

Where agriculture is export oriented* it provides valuable foreign

exchange resources needed for development,, "And yetj despite i!\i- .

significance - except where it is export oriented - the agriculture sector

makes perhaps-the least contribution to the public revenues of developing

countries'"1»!/ , . , . ,

. Such a situation does not necessarily reflect a lack.of effort by

Governments* But the effort is obviously not comprehensive, .and adequate

In a number of tropical African countries, there is virtually r_o taxation

of rural land as such owing to several reasons including the limited yield

of subsistence farmso There is still a wide variety among.ja^ricultural

systems and systems of agricultural taxation in African developing countries*

1/ United Nations Economic and Social Council Report of the Secretary-General

on Tax Reforr- Planning presented to rts Fifty-first session (No* E/4P88

■•dated 29'April i97l)<. ' -.•■■■"
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It is therefore difficult to present a comparative evaluation of the

agricultural tax system of different countries without sharply reducing

the focus of the fiscal role of the agriculture sector. The problem is

rendered even more difficult by the lack of adequate comparable data

from the budget and accounts of the different countries about the yield

of all the different taxes and levies applied to the agriculture sector

and lack of any case studies on the incidence of taxation on agriculture

vs other incomes. In the last analysis therefore the problem has to be

resolved in the context of conditions and needs of each country. Before

therefore presenting suggestions for improvements in the system of taxation

of: agricultural incomes in developing Africa it seems necessary to review

very briefly the main features of the tax system of these countries which
have a bearing On agricultural incomes. Annex I contains a survey in

summarised form of the main features of the tax systems of different African

countries as they affect incomes derived by individuals from agriculture.

Major findings of the country's survey

This survey of country tax systems affecting agricultural incomes

would show that there is no systematic attempt in most of the countries

to mobilize resources from agriculture- The bulk of the revenues from

agriculture in these countries is obtained from export taxes of some sort.

A wide Variety of '^personal taxes" have also developed in many countries as

the main direct tax affecting the agricultural sector- ; .:■

The" personal taxes are known by different names in different countries

vis poll tax, head tax, village tax, fiscal minimum, cattle tax, regional

tax, development tax etc. and each serves a different purpose. These ,

taxes are generally levied on the basis of tax rolls without requiring

individual tax returns and are generally collected on a very decentralized

basis* These are mostly based on convenient indicators as the amount of

livestock held, or the number of adults in the population etc- In recent

years, some 6f these personal taxes have assumed the properties of a

personal income tax, for example the graduated personal tax in Uganda.

However, the personal tax system constitutes a larger proportion of total

Government revenues, irionlyTa few countries for example in Malawi, Niger

and Lesotho, Kenya and the United Republic of Tanzania employ some cesses

on marketed agricultural production. ■; - ■ ■ : ■■.<

The export duties and personal taxes as applied in different countries

at present cannot rightly be regarded as reflecting any systematic or rational

approach towards mobilization of resources from agricultures They have

provided only convenient Jrax handles in the short run and are. no* -a ,

substitute'for a well thought out long range fiscal policy* The export
duties" in some countries like Nigeria, Ghana aid Uganda etc. where these

have been levied through the institutions of marketing boards have been

responsiblerecently in destabilizing government revenues owing to the

fluctuating marketing prices of the primary exports of these countries.

In case of Burundi, it is reported that successive standby arrangements;

between it and the International Monetary Fund have resulted in changes

in the tax levied on coffee, the main export item of that country* There

are other problems with export duties mainly those of acting as

disincentives to export effort. We shall revert to this question later on
in this discussion-



In many countries the agricultural incomes are included in the
definition of income for purpose of individual income tax, but in

practice because of administrative and political difficulties tax

enforcement in this respect is very poor, African developing countries

with French legacy have inherited systems of taxing agricultural incomes

under the Schedular Income Tax which take account of special conditions
in this sector. Presumtive assessments are allowed in most of these
countries in view of administrative difficulties in making assessments
on the basis of voluntary submission of returns. However the share of
revenues from taxes on agriculture is still not commensurate with the
importance of this sector in the economies of the countries concerned.
There are several cases amongst African countries of granting outright
exemption of incomes from agriculture for purposes of individual income
tax.

For a variety of historical administrative and political factors
land taxes have not been used effectively-Hosiphonoff Surpluses from
agriculture incomes for productive purposes. (In West Africa particularly,
and to a considerable extent in other countries as well,- there are no
registered land titles, except in a few cities and essentially no private
ownership except of some urban land. In some areas even for example in
Ghana, there is still a substantial amount pf nomadic agriculture with
persons moving on to new sites as their existing plots lose fertility.

There are no cadastral surveys or records of rights to ownership or title
registration procedures. As a consequence of these conditions, there is
no effective taxation of rural land at all except taxation at low rates
in case of a few well established farms as for example in Uganda, There

is taxation of urban land values in some countries, where urban land titles
are clearly defined. In view of the rapid growth of urban centres there
is considerable scope in most of the countries for getting substantial
revenues through property taxation. However Me are not immediately concerned
with this' source at this stage, our main focus in this, study being on rural
property. .

III. ROLE OF AGRICULTURE TAXATION IN PROMOTING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

While considering the reform of the tax structure of any country, it

has to be seen in relation to the country's peculiar eponomic, politial and
administrative setting. ,:

Traditionally, the contribution, that aggregate tax policy can make
to economic growth in any country is to provide savings sufficient to pay
in a non-inflationary way for the level of investment needed to achieve
the desired-rate of growth. The appropriate level of taxation will V,
therefore be higher, the higher the needed investment, the higher government
consumption spending, and the lower (household and business) and' foreign
saving. Government revenues in an equilibrium situation must equal total

planned investment plus government consumption, minus net imports (foreign
savings) if the level of investment needed to maintain same rate of growth
of income is to be achieved without inflation.



Pressure for increased revenues

In the existing conditions, in most of the developing countries in

Africa, there is a continuing pressure for increased real revenues to

finance an expanding puhlic sector- The pressure is felt at all

governmental levels, national, provincial or local as the case may be in

different countries- This pressure is the heaviest at the national level

in view o:: the multi—farious func :ions and responsibilities of the

Government at the Centre., In these circumstances, there is urgent need

for making the tax systems responsive to increases in money incomes.

The need to improve the revenue elasticity of the tax system is especially

important because of the limited capacity of these countries' political and

administrative structures to cope with the;recurrent fiscallcrisis that

is otherwise bound to arise. Thit, task is a necessary one if economic

development is accepted as a goal to be achieved, otherwise the only

alternative is increasing recourse to. deficit financing with its inherent

dangers of monetary instability, which when it gets out of control is apt

to bring the process of economic growth to a grinding halt» The tax

structure cannot be made elastic to national income unless the lagging

sector of the economy viz agriculture is made to contribute its due share

to tax revenues. It could also be made to work more effeciently so that

it could free some of the resources tied to it for more productive

employment elsewhere in the economy.

Low income elasticity of African tax system

A revenue structure is said to be elastic if its yield increases

(or decreases) more than proportionately in response to a given increase

or decrease in national income, The "automatic" or structural elasticity

of a tax system would be the change in tax yield that may be expected

from a change in national income without changing the tax structure itself*

This ex ante elasticity, in other words, measures the changes in tax

yields resulting from changes in tax base alone„ The ex-poste elasticity

of the tax system would on the other hand show what actually happened not

what would have happened to tax yields had no changes been made in tax policy

This would indicate to some extent the policy changes that were feasible

in the<pant, and perhaps the feasibility of the same policy changes for the

future - thus furnishing a valuable guide to probable future yields without

special efforts being made*

In general there is low income elasticity of the tax systems in

most of the developing countries in Africae This is the opposite of

the position prevailing in developed countries where the built in

flexibility of the tax systems is such that revenues tend automaticatlly

to increase as a proportion of national income as output increases.
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Because of the low income elasticity of African tax Systems and
their failure even to control the growth of non-income generating and
administrative expenditures the inflationery pressures continue to build
upo The revenue systems of most of these countries seem incapable, of
financing for a sustained period even a constant share of public "■•
expenditures in national income without recourse to deficit financing or

new taxes. On top of it is the need for meeting an increasing share of the
development plan from the country's own resources. The most important
tax refor., needed in these countries is to improve the ex-ante elasticity of
the national tax systems in order to avoid the recurrent strains that a

constant need for additional revenues imposes on these countries limited
administrative (and surely political as well) capacity.

Too much reliance on monetized sector

There is no doubt in these circumstances that a system of taxin-r
agricultural incomes in an adequate manner can play a critical role in
accelerating development by increasing the quairirum of savings. Although
a large proportion of the population in African developing countries is
still engaged in subsistence agriculture and a high proportion of th~
national output comes from this sector, the tax system in most of the-e

countries has tended to place the main burden of taxation 0:1 the -cn-tized

or market sector, One of the reasons for placing too much reliance en the
monetized market sector for tax purposes is the relative administrative
ease in reaching incomes in the monetized sector than in the subsistence

sector. In view of the growing requirements of development finance'. -Jt"
-is necessary to overcome the administrative and other hurdler by the

introduction of special simplified operational tax techniques for taxing
agricultural incomes. Some of these are discussed later on in this paper.

Multiple objectives of fiscal policy in relation to agriculture

Apart from the revenue raising objective - vhich in itself js no

doubt very important in the context of developing countries - taxation
of the agricultural sector can also be made to serve a£ an important-

policy instrument. For instance fiscal policy in relation to" agriculture
could be effectively used to give incentives for production in specified
areas and .fields„ Taxation measures could encourage more efficient use
of land, accomplish changes in land tenure, promote new productive

investment and stimulate movement of redundant labour frow apriculb.ro +0
non-agriculture employment. Increases in agricultural output being"of

great importance in African conditions, it would be shortsighted to i-nore
the useful role that fiscal policy could! play in this direction, Jn fact,
it is no exaggeration to say that :oo much emphasis is being ?i-ran to
incentives for investment in industry, while not much thought 'has been
giver- to evolving a policy of incentives for agricultural development jn
developing countries• Fiscal policy in this sector.- could also be made to
serve the growth objective quite effectively.

productivity essenUalJTorjaaoita 1 formation and
over—all economic growth

The most important ways in which increased agricultural output ard
productivity contribute to overall - economic growth have been summarized
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in five convenient propositions^. These are:

(i) Economic development is characterized by a substantial increase

in the demand for agricultural products;

(ii) Expansion of exports of agricultural products may be one of

the most promising means of increasing income and foreign

exchange earnings, particularly in the earlier stage of

development;

(iii) The labour force for manufacturing and other expanding sectors

of the economy must be drawn mainly from agriculture;

(iv) Agriculture as the dominant sector of an under-developed economy,

can and should make a net contribution to the capital required

for overhead investment and expansion of secondary industry;

(v) Rising net cash incomes of the farm population may be important

as a stimulus to industrial expansion.

An underdeveloped country that is making determined efforts to

achieve economic progress faces formidable requirements for capital to

finance the creation and expansion of manufacturing and mining enterprises,

for overhead investment in transportation and utilities, and in the revenue

needed for recurrent expenditure for expansion of education and developmental

services. These requirements are certain to outstrip the supply of funds

available except in those countries which have large earnings from

petroleum or mineral exports or particularly favourable access to foreign

capital. The sheer size of the agricultural sector as the only major

existing industry points to its importance as a source of capital for

overall economic growth. This presumption is particularly strong during

the early stages of economic growth in as much as reinvestment of profits,

historically the major source of capital accumulation, cannot be significant

so long as the capitalist sector remains a small segment of the economy.

Since there is scope for raising productivity in agriculture by

means that require only moderate capital outlays, it is possible for

the agricultural sector to make a net contribution to the capital

requirements for infra—structure and for industrial expansion without

reducing the low levels of consumption characteristic of the farm

population in an under-developed country. The most effective approach to

agricultural development is one which minimises requirements for scarce

resources of high opportunity cost and which emphasises the possibility

of enhancing the productivity of resources already committed to agriculture.

It is also desirable for the capital requirements for agricultural expansion

.including the increased outlays for fertilizers that are likely to be so

important in this phase of agricultural development to be financed as much

as.possible out of increased farm receipts that may accrue with the increase

of productivity and output.

1/ Bruce F.J. Johonston and John W. Mellor "The role of Agriculture in

Economic Development" American Economic Review - September 1961

pp. 571-81.



The conclusion suggested so strongly by both theoretical considerations

and historical experience is that in under-developed countries, where

agriculture accounts for some 40 to 60 per cent of the total national

income, the transition from a level of saving and investment that spells

stagnation to one permitting a tolerable rate of growth cannot be

achieved unless agriculture makes a significant net contribution to

capital formation in the expanding sectors«

Causes of inadequate tax revenues

Most of the African countries suffer from shortage of revenues in a

climate of ever expanding public sector liabilities. This is because

the taxation, potential is not being fully exploited. In many cases it

is not only due to bad tax laws and inadequate and defective tax

administration but also the result of resistence from powerful pressure

groups who block the way to effective tax reform specially in the

traditional agriculture sector*

Vital role of taxing agriculture in fiscal policy

Effective and adequate taxation'of agriculture hasAno doubt a vital

role to play in accelerating economic development in future8 The main

political objection to Increased agricultural taxation in the context of

African countHes is the mistaken notion that it would be unjust in its

incidence since it is not taking account of needs, and hitting the poor

farmers more heavily than the rich» These objections can no'doubt be

adequately taken care of by making the tax system progressive depending

6n the total size of family holdings.

Some basic considerations

There is no doubt the need for a thorough investigation as to what

is the most appropriate form of agricultural taxation suitable to the

conditions of any particular country. The very size of agricultural sector

in most of the developing countries in Africa creates a presumption that

a substantial portion of the required revenue should be raised in that

sector- Exactly how large that pirtion should be wvald largely depend on

the level and distribution of agricultural incomes and the plade of

agriculture in the economy and future growth pattern in the national

development plan. The basic question to be considered in this connexion

would be; Sow large is the income surplus above basic living needs which

might be absorbed through taxation? What rate of agricultural taxation

would be' most consistent with the expected transfer of resources from

agriculture to industry as development proceeds? What are the promising

sources of growth in the agricultural sector and how rapid a growth can be

expected? Will agriculture be benefited from the implementation of overall

development programme especially the expenditure on economic infrastructure.
What are■the inputs like Mater, fertilizers seeds and pesticides etc.

supplied to the agricultural sector and what is the extent and justification

for subsidizing these inputs-



Once the revenue goals have been set after, a thorough investigation

the stage would be set for a consideration of the means for meeting those

goat through the introduction of new measures or the improvement of

existing ones* Specific questions of economic effects and administrative

feasibility would be important for policy makers at this stage*

Types of taxes in agriculture

Once the need for adequate taxation of agricultural incomes is

accepted, various types of taxeso on land, agricultural produce or

agricultural incomes are possible for consideration. As we have

already seen some of these are already being applied in some African

countries, but there is certainly the urgent need for reviewing them in

order to introduce changes designed to improve their yield and to use

these fiscal devices to foster development objectives especially in the

agricultural sector.

A list of a wide variety oi available measures which might be applied

to absorb funds from the agricultural sector as listed by Wald 2/ are:

(1) Separate income taxes on agriculture or inclusion of agricultural
incomes under a global income tax

(2) Export taxes and multiple exchange rates affecting agriculture

(3) Various types of land and produce taxes

(4) Property transfer taxes

(5) General or selective sales tax which burdens the agriculturists
as consumers or producers ;

(6) Mandatory deliveries of agricultural commodities t*3 the Government
at low fixed prices !

(7) Fiscal monopolies, including government marketing boards and

(8) Betterment levies*

While some of these measures can have wide applicability not all of

them can be made applicable in all the developing countries in Africa.

The considerations involved in these instruments are very briefly discussed
below:

Personal taxes

We have already seen the importance attached to personal taxes in

several African countries. Since they are designed to reach the bulk of

the male working population, they provide a good basis for extending the

coverage and scope of income taxation. The base of these personal taxes

relates to existence rather than income* The schedules of these taxes

in some countries do take into account varying regional and other broad

differences.

1/ Haskell P. Wald "Taxation of Agricultural Land in Under-Developed Economies"
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While continuing their use as taxation measures to reach the bulk

of the population, they could be certainly used more effectively in

order:

(i) to differentiate among regions on;the basis of known
disparities in per capita incomesj and

(ii) to make them somewhat more progressive by taking account

of family circumstances

In introducing progressivity in the rates of personal taxes certain

basic rates would;have to be retained for all the taxable persons in order

to derive the maximum revenue advantage- In case of individuals who are

already covered under the individual income tax the collection of personal

tax could be equated with that of income taxo This would avoid confusion

in the operation of the two tax systemse In cases where agricultural

incomes are not being effectively reached by the existing taxation

measures and the introduction of new measures in the short run is not

considered to be feasible a suitable increase in the basic rates of

personal taxes payable by farmers of arable land could be considered.

A measure of this type would for instance be helpful in the existing

situation in Lesotho whereyagricultural incomes are not being effectively

taxed. In the situation of that country this measure could of course be

considered along with imposition of suitable export levies on agricultural

commodities. Since the personal taxes are required to be paid in money

they would have the beneficial effect of forcing the farmers to sell

their produce or labour servicese

Income taxes i ■' =

The exponents of reforming the tax structure:in under-developed

economies often refer to the objectives of progressivity and equity*

These objectives can be achieved only by a more fuller use of net income

and wealth taxes* This however is not possible in the existing situation

of lack of proper paraphernalia and institutional framework of adequate

tax administration and voluntary tax payer compliance*!

Difficulties in applying individual income tax to agricultural incomes

There is no doubt that "conditions within which the most modern

equitable and flexible instruments of taxation thrive do not yet prevail

in many of ^he under-developed countries and that substantial modifications

of the fiscal techniques applicable in developed countries are necessary

to adopt them to under-developed economies "^L/. The analysis of problems

involved in the modernization of the tax systems cf under-developed

countries are brought out effectively in the following quotation from

an address of Dr« Richard Goode before the forty—fourth annual conference

of the US National Tax Association 1951 2/-

1/ Leading Issues in Economic Development, CM. Meier — Chapter 12,

Role of Capital p. 192.

2/ Ibid p. 192-193.
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i) The first condition is the existence of a predominantly money

economy. The subsistence farmer cannot be satisfactorily reached

by an income tax, not so much because he does not have money

to pay — that may mean he cannot pay a tax of any kind — as because

the greater part of his real income cannot be satisfactorily assessed*

ii). Another condition that may not be strictly necessary but is
very helpful is a high standard of literacy among tax payers.

In many under-developed countries the majority of the population

is illiterate. Illiteracy like exclusion from the money economy,

is most characteristic of the bulk of £armers in Africa)

/ : -■:'-"1 ■■■

iii) Prevalence of accounting records honestly and realiably main
tained is another prosaic but important condition for satisfactory

income taxation* Moreover trained personnel and office equipment are

essential* These conditions are generally lacking in under

developed countries in Africa especially in the agricultural
sector;

iv) A fourth requirement for a satisfactory income taxation is a
large degree of voluntary compliance on the part of taxpayers.

The roots of a tradition of voluntary compliance with tax laws are not

easy to trade, but it is fairly clear that such a spirit does not

grow up over-night. Although some things can be done in the short-

run, a long period of popular education and efficient and equitable

administration of these taxes that can actually be enforced seems.

necessary to establish firmly the habit of general voluntary

acceptance of the fiscal responsibilities of citizenship. Adoption

of elaborate measures that will not be uniformily applied delays

improvement in taxpayer morale;

v) The political conditions for development of income taxes into a
major revenue source, like the voluntary compliance are intangible

and hard to explain. The environment most favourable to progressive
taxation seems to be one of free political democracy. In many

under-developed countries wealthy groups have enough political

power to block tax measures that they consider threats to their !

positions. Until the popular will is stronger and more united or

'■') until the rich are reaAy to accept the ability to pay principle -

,whether; from altruism or a1 sense of guilt or fear - steeply

progressive taxes will not be collected; ■■:.:■■

vi) Honest and efficient administration is needed for any tax, but minimum
acceptable standards appear to be higher for income taxes than for

many other levies- Difficult as the task of establishing a

satisfactory administration may be, it is probably the condition

for successful income taxation that can be met nost quickly. TKe

expert, must nevertheless guard against the assumption_.tha.t. a.tidy

organization chart and non^>olitical staffing assure good administration

Nor can he be confident that the best obtainable administration

will eliminate obstacles to heavy reliance on income taxes.
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These pre-requisites for the successful operation of income taxation

are lacking in most of the African developing countries where the bulk

of income tax revenues comes from a few large business firms and from

government employees. It is therefore quite understandable as to why the

General Income Tax cannot be used as an efficient fiscal instrument for

reaching all the taxable agricultural incomes* Reliance on crude devices

like personal taxes is therefore understandable• These can be made as

effective fiscal instruments for resources mobilization especially at

the local level in order to tax people with incomes below the exemption

level of a proper income tax and for reaching subsistence agriculture.

We must lay stress here on the fact that a disproportionally large

share of the burden of direct taxes on the market sector and an insufficient

amourft on the subsistence sector tends to retard economie development by

reducing both the resources and the incentives for accumulation^ Since

the taxation of agricultural sector has a vital role to play in accelerat

ing economic development in future it is necessary for each country to

plan ahead for the progressive increase in the share of direct tax

revenues derived from agriculture. The application of the Income Tax to

subsistence farming income is particularly difficult because of the

problem of determining this income. It is therefore necessary to develop

simple and workable techniques of assessment in this case.

"The integration, of the agricultural inconte in the income tax and

its equal treatment with other sources of incomes is conceptually a

sound approach, and is administratively feasible at least with respect to

large income recipients and commercial agricultural enterprises". \J

Export duties

Export duties have often been uaed not only to raise revenues, but

also for a variety of other purposes. They have often been used to

stabilize domestic incomes of exporters or to stabilize foreign exchange

earnings. At times of devaluation of currencies in some countries these

were levied t'o mop up part of the gains accruing to exporters owing to

an improvement in their relative competitive position.

Generally speaking export taxes are being levied in many African

countries on agricultural and mining products* Hardly any African country

is taxing exports of manufactured goods*

Generally, export duties are of a specific and ad valorem type. There

are, however, some variations i.i the actual design of the tax. For

example, in Ghana on cocoa and in Uganda on cotton, duties are levied on

a sliding—scale basis with respect to export prices of these commodities.

Similarly, in Uganda, there is a floor price for coffee below which no

duty is chargeable. No duty is levied on coffee in Uganda if the export

price per ton f.o.b* Mombasa is below 2,700 East African shillings for

robusta and 3*400 East African shillings for arabica. Duty payable is

one third of the amount by which prices exceed these minima*

1/ IMF Staff paper, Taxation of Agricultural Income.
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Profits of marketing Boards

Another form in which public revenues are collected from export is

represented by the profits of Marketing Boards which operate in countries

such as Ghana; Nigeria, Malawi and Uganda. These profits, which are the

difference between the world price and the price paid to the exporters,

clearly cohstitute export duties in a disguised form.

The Report of the UN Secretary General dated 29 April 1971 pn Tax
Reform planning referred to above observes that although export duties provide

significant resources for the public sector, they have been essentially

a variable and widely fluctuating source of revenue in such countries as

Ghana and Uganda. In Ghana, for example, they contributed as much as

46.6. per cent of tax revenues in 1959 and as little as 7.4 per cent in

1966. Similarly, in Uganda, export duties, as a proportion of tax

revenues have ranged from as little as 14-6 to 30.4 per cent. In Uganda

revenue from export duty on coffee is most unstable. These fluctuations

arise not so much from the changes in the volume of exports of these

commodities but largely from the prevailing world market prices. It is

the fluctuations in export prices which cause disturbance in revenues.

In Ghana, for example, cocoa prices declined from US.&42 per 100 1b in

1958 to a low of US£17 in 1966 and rose again to US&23 in 1967. On the
other hand, cocoa production increased from 207jO0O long tons in 1958
to a high of 572,000 long tons in 1965 and dropped again to 378,000 in
1967, As a result of these compensating factors, the1 share of cocoa

exports in the total exports was between 62 to 65 per cent during this period

and export earnings were also fairly stable during this period. Incomes
of cocoa farmers were stabilized by the Marketing Board. Revenue from'

cocoa duty, however, had declined from 45-7 per cent of tax revenues

in 1958 to 7.4 per cent in 1966, Constancy in export earnings heed not

therefore imply constancy in revenue. On the contrary, fluctuations in

world prices are intensified in their impact on revenues.^/

Generally speaking the export duties are retrograde in principle

and discourage exports* While levying export duties, therefore, the

possible disincentive effects on export production must be carefully

weighed. The revenue objective is no doubt important, but there is urgent

need for making desirable adjustments in cases where some of the fiscal

or other measures might be having an adverse effect on the promotion of

exports. Unless this is done on a continuous basis there" is" danger ;
of compromosing some of the export promotion measures being actively

pursued in most of the developing African countries.

The objective should be to replace export taxes eventually when

other forms of taxation can be successfully applied to raise revenues.

In any case, the export taxes as a source of Government revenues are of an

uncertain character in view of the effect of the changes in world market

prices. The soiiner, therefore, a country is able to replace these with

more stable and gr6wing revenue sources the better. Fluctuations of
revenues from export taxes pose problems of treasury management and in

this respect therefore are also disadvantageous.

\J para 152 - 155 Ibid.



In cases where the percentage of total tax revenues obtained from ex

port taxes exceeds the rates of exports to GNP this.fact would indicate

that the export sector was being more heavily taxed In relation to the

value of the final output than the other sectors as a group.

When foreign exchange is available to a country in sufficient amounts,

whether,from higher prices of major export commodities or otherwise

imports are apt to be expanded and the yield of import taxes ri£€S«

Whenf the foreign trade revenues decline the foreign exchange becomes

over-valued and the real value of , oreign trade taxes falls- The revenue

implications of foreign trade taxes to developing countries are therefore

very greatc In addition to the direct dependence of government on

foreign trade taxesf many other taxes depend directly or indirectly on

these? e«go sales tax or turn over taxes on exports and imports or

income taxes paid by corporations which depend on either'imports of

raw materials or exports* ' '

Incidence and economic effects of export taxes
" I I Illl I II1.II.—I III- : , . .--■■■ III. I,. ,— .l—ll.i I. II |l .i ■ .

The legal incidence of export taxes generally is on the "exporter"

from whom the government collects the tax. However, in many cases these

are shifted backward or forward and they rarely rest on the exporters.

These may be shifted forward to buyers i.e* paid by foreign consumers,

and these may be borne by domestic producers or these may fall on land

owners or workerso The final incidence may in time be diffused amongst

consumers? middlemen producers,, landlords and labour. Elastic supply

and inelastic demand are conducive to the shifting of a tax forward \o

consumers, where as under conditions of inelastic supply and elastic ;

demand the tax tends to rest on producers*

Supply is inelastic when the resources engaged in the production,

of a commodity are highly specialized in that use and cannot*easily

transfer to other activities owing to technological conditions or the

absence of alternative employment opportunities* Also conducive to

inelasticity of supply are lack of information about opportunities,

insensivity to economic incentives and other conditions resulting in

immobility.

Supply tends to be elastic wil'i respect to price when the resources

required for the production of an item are not highly specialized and

when alternative employment exist and are known to resource owners who are

able and willing to take advantage of them* Elasticity of world demand

depends oh consumers tastes, prices of competing commodities and the
technical possibilities of substituting other natural or synthetic

materials for the commodity, or of modifying production processes to

vary the amount of a particular raw material entering into a finished

product.

If any individual country is in a monopolistic position in the world

marketj it is conceivable that the whole or a large part of the tax can

be passed on to the foreign consumers without any appreciable reduction

in the volume of sales« Moreover if export tax is imposed at a time

when exporters incomes are rising whether through larger outputs or higher

prices or both this may simply amount to a tax on-windfall gains and in

principle such taxation is acceptable and even desirable, .



While these generalizations offer a framework for analysis, in

complete knowledge of demand and of producers behaviour 'in. the deyelop-

ing countries often precludes firm conclusions about particular export

taxes•

One, fact is however, quite clear, when supply shows positive price

elasticity, an export tax ,by reducing the net price will ordinarily
cause a reduction of exports and a reduction in production, if as xs

usually true, the domestic market is relatively small. In the long-run,
the taxation of export crops tends to bring about a relative contraction

in production of the commodity taxed, in the absence of other off-
setting factors. Ordinarily a decrease in production will result in
a decrease in export volume,, However, in cases where eru^rts are

controlled by an international commodity agreement as in case of coffee,

or similar arrangements, the linkage between supply inelasticity and

export volume may be loose, In the absence of controls, production will
tend to exceed export quotas, particularly in countries t£;at enjoy
the greatest comparative advantage in producing the commodity. In these

conditions a country may be unconcerned about the possible adverse

effects on production associated with an export tax as a convenient

means of limiting production.

If the export tax rates are properly manipulated relative to export

prices through changes in the tax law or through the application of
slidihg-scale rates their die-inoentive effects can be gre^Uy mitigate^

This system would also capture' part of the gains arising from a rise in

world prices and also help in insulating the economy fr^ tac «T*ects
of export fluctuations. However, continuation of high rates of duty

into a period of falling prices is likely to be burdensome and to damage

export earnings.

It would be necessary to pin-point here some of the more important

dis—incentive effects of export taxes.

Generally speaking the export taxes discriminate between taxed and

non-taxed commodities. As a consequence the allocation of resources

may be affected in three ways!

a) Firstly there will be a tendency for exporters of taxed

commodities to divert output to the home market or to find

illicit channels of export; . .

b) Insofar as there are any export goods not subject to export

taxation there will be some shift of resources towards them;

c) Insofar as export taxes cover the whole range of goods going

abroad there will be a tendency to concentrate on other lines

of output destined for domestic consumption - and possibly a

;.. further tendency to retreat into the subsistence sector of the

..;/'., ..■-■■ economy. ,



It is.clear that the dis—incentive effects of export taxes are so

great that undue reliance should not be placed on them as fiscal instruments*

It is argued sometimes that as the effective levying of income

taxation on farmers is so difficult;, export taxation measures provide

a reasonable subst;.tute& This may.be tolerated in the short-run, but

the snag here is = that export taxation by definition only taxes output

not assigned to the home markets T':s yield will fluctuate more than

proportionately with the volumo of exports and conceivably with the

prices as well.*-

Role of the marketing boards in raising revenues

The Marketing Boards; which are in fact statutory monopolies

established by Governments to sell particular export commodities^ have

played an important part in mobilizing resources from the agricultural

sector in countries like Ghana: Nigeria';, Uganda, Sierra Leone and Gambia,

These Boards were originally established for stabilization purposes and for

improving facilities for the marketing of major export crops. However,

in course of time these boards have been instrumental in raising considera

ble sums of revenue to build up huge reserves which have diverted to

developmental uses* These revenues were raised by them through trading

surpluses by paying the producers less than the world prices» These

Boards have exercised considerable fiscal and monetary influence through

the determination of their price policies; their operational results

and the allocation of their surpluseso

Nigerians Experience

The regionalization of the marketing boards in Nigeria for instance

provided the regional governments irith a most important fiscal device*

They in fact have played more effectively the role of stabilizing regional

government revenues^ It has been brought out in an analysis of "the

fiscal^ monetary and investment implications of the marketing boards in

Nigeria" conducted by Mr? M*0« Olakanpo & On Terika" _l^'that these boards

were expec* id to contribute almost 28 per cent of total government internal

financial resources available for tinancing the capital programmes between

1962 and 1968 or no :less than 10 per cent of the total capital programmes

proposed for these regions* "In the development plan for 1970—1974 these

boards are also envisaged as an important source of funds for financing

the states development programmeso The authors have stressed the point

that .''the planners have deliberately tried to underplay this source of

development funds by promising that the contribution of the boards to

development expenditure will be made in the context of a flexible

producer pricing policy3 whereby the level of farmers disposable income

will.be enhanced in order to stimulate expansion cf farm production and

create better markets for non—agricultural goods*" It is stated in the

plan that "any tendency to squeeze the marketing boards at the expense of

Jong—term production, incentives will be avoided during the plan period. "<£/

l/Paper presented to the International Conference on Marketing Board System

held at the University of Ibadan from 29 March to 3 April 1971 ■•

2/Government of Northern Nigeria^ Development Plan: 1962-68
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The role played by the Marketing Boards in projected sources of

Fiance for Public Investment Programme in Nigeria 1962-1968 as computed

by Messrs. Olakampo & Tariba on the ba«ls of National Development

Plan Progress Report 1964 is indicated in the following table;

East

Table 1

West

Government

recurrent

budget

surplus

resources

Other

Total

Public

Sector

capital

programme 67* 7

Marketing; :

beard . ; ■. ;

resources ;

as a percent

age of total

capital 20>G

programme

£N £N

£ Million

North Table

% £N %

6.0 27.5 11.5 45.6 -16,1 45-4 1.4

1.7 7. '3.7

90.3 88.9 246,9

il.l 16*9 15-8

2O8

39.7 15.0 42.3 39.1 77-7

14.7 4-4 12.3 9.8 19.5

21.9 100.0 25.2 100*0 35.5 100.0 50.3 100.0

The expected role of the Marketing Boards in projected sources of

financing public investment programmes in Nigerian Development Plan
I97O-1974 is depicted in the following table:
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Table 2

(Million £)

Resources of marketing boards, statutory

corporations and other capital receipts 67.0

Total internal resources of Government 340.9

Marketing .boards and statutory corporation!

resources as a percentage of total internal

government resources J-9-7

Total investment expenditure (balance on
capital A/C) 359.0

Marketing boards investment expenditure
of total investment expenditure 13.7

Of the total development finance of £67-0 million projected for the
states development programme by way of capital receipts and the operating
surplus of public institutions, other than the state governments themselves,
the states marketing boards and public corporation are to contribute a
minimum of £64.0 million. This would be made possible by an effective
manipulation of producer prices by the marketing boards. This burden
on the farmers, it may be kept in mind is in addition to export duty,^
producer sales tax and administrative expenses of the marketing boards.
The study referred to above has pointed out.: . ■ ■<■

. w J^ t is possible to sustain this trend much longer is very much
debatable; but the assumption that it can be perpetuated is at the root
of the 1970-/9 plan projections. In a situation such as in Nigeria, where
i is possible for farmers to shift with ease as between different occupations
activities and crops, and given the rising prices of domestic food crops.
it will be surprising if, on a priori grounds, the conservative price policy
of the marketing boards does not induce a long-term distortion by intensify
ing the margin of substitution, between agricultural and non-agricultural
production and between agricultural export and non-export production. Given
that a positive supply elasticity exists among Nigerian export producers, the
overall long-term effects of marketing boards price policy may well be to
reduce foreign exchange earnings and domestic output by discouraging export
production in which the economy is most efficient and encouraging leisure
and relatively inefficient productive activity".l/

There is no doubt that the existence of the marketing boards in Nigeria
has greatly facilitated the administration and collection of export duties
and produce sales tax. It is estimated that between 1947 and 1962 on the
whole between 20 and 32 per cent of the potential income of farmers was
withdrawn in the form of export duties, produce sales tax and marketing board
surpluses.2/ to

1/ Ibid p.11.

2/ Ibid p.15.



Economic effects of marketing

It cannot be denied that the economic effects of reserves or surpluses
created by the marketing boards are the same as of export duties? There
is a strong body of opinion holding the view that as long as a country

has -to rely heavily on export taxation, the marketing board trading sur
pluses r.hould be converted through appropriate adjustment...of fiscal
structure into export duties and treated identically with pther government
revenues. In this way the development responsibilities of the govern-

ment would be clearly separated from other functions now being performed
by the Marketing Boards? such as intraseasonal price stabilization^

orderly marketing and so forth, which can more reasonably be considered to

reflect the farmers1 interests. Moreover, as the opportunity for direct
taxation of other sources of income appear, one, could hope for a more

equitable and less distorting tc.;; structure-, ;

The celebrated public, finance expert Ursula K. Hick.s* has this to

say about export taxes while examining "The Revenue Implications of the

Uganda and Tanzania Plans''-> : l

"The export duties are of very substantial fiscal importance in Uganda,

and are: clained to be roughly equivalent to an income tax, It has, been
suggested that these should be extended to cover a wider range of commodit
ies and further, that as prices fall their rates should be raised in order
to maintain the revenue. It ir- probable, that ouch,a policy would succeed
in collecting additional revenue in th^ short run* but- in the long run
it would be self-defeating. Export taxes are bad taxes from at least four

points of view:

i) They are interpersonally inequitable since they fall only on

producers of certain commodities;

ii) They are directly disincentive to growing:cash crops,;and
especially the export croDG on which so much depends; :

iii) The revenue tends to be most inconveniently fluctuating according to

the level of activity in the importing countries; , . .

iv) Anything that raises the price of these products stimulates

alternative sources of supply, or worse still,? synthetics,,

To raise the rate of export taxes as prices and farm .incomes fall

; Would be a return to the primitive system of exacting_ payment..±n k?-n<*j a
method that has always broken down, or led. to riotsr; in tira^s, of, falling

. prices, Rather, every possible fiscal device should be used to expand exports

and to improve their quality* -/ ■

From the point of view of income distribution, export; duties are also

disadvantageous since they tend to be proportional to the extent total
output is exported* Large and sr.all producers pay the tax, at the same rate.

l/From Ursula Ko Hicks "The"revenue implications of the Uganda ana Tanzania
plans11 Journal of Development Studies; April I966



It has to-be accepted in the final analysis however? that export duties
do provide a good policy instrument to siphon off windfall profits

accruing to exporters in a period of boom which is caused essentially by

the pressure of external factors- Under these circumstances, the use

of export duties is justifiable both on grounds of equity and stabilizat

ion. Export duties can also be used as a countercyclical instrument to

stabilize domestic incomes. This may be done successfully if the

corresponding counter-cyclical fiscal discipline is also adhered to.

Agricultural price policy

Deliberate depressing of terms of trade for agriculture through

price mechanism as against other sectors of the economy is sometimes

advocated to draw resources away from agriculture,-, This is a negative

approach and cannot be followed for a long time in Africa generally

without risking failure to achieve or sustain the desired growth rate in

agriculture. Moreover a negative policy of this type is apt to come

^gainst formidable political opposition^ By and large measures to stabilize

the prices received by farmers for a number of years would give better

results in terms of influencing the patterns of productioiu Price

policies can probably be used more effectively in causing shifts between

products especially those produced mainly in the commercial sector*

In certain conditions the effect of. price changes may not actually

reach the farmers owing to faulty marketing or land tenure systems or for

the reason of subsistence farming© However? as they use more purchased

inputs and sell a larger part of their produce9 the farmers will no doubt

tend to become increasingly responsive to changes in prices and costs.

The pursuit of stabilizing producer prices of agricultural commodities

has in any case to be government responsibility in most of the African

countries* This is, as we have already seen, frequently achieved by the

creation of state regulated producer monopolies which guarantee a price

or reasonable price to domestic producers and arrange for the sale of

products abroad at the prices prevailing in the export marketso Through

these bodies price-stabilization measures have operated for cocoa, piam

oil, cotton, maize? wheat and other agricultural products© These

measures have amounted to forced savings in time of an export boom and

grant of sutsidies when world commodity prices have fallen^ Alternatively,

in suitations in which the marketing operations are left largely in private

hands the Government can resort to the imposition of variable export

^taxes which rise sharply as export prices rise or pay suitable subsidies when

export prices slump. The same purpose may also be achieved by alteration

in the rates at which exporters can sell their foreign exchange earnings

to an authorized exchange dealer* .

Ideally speaking the production and marketing of internationally

traded goods should be guided by the principle that in general the domestic

prices of internationally traded £,oods should differ from their foreign

prices by the same proportionp specifically by the proportion by which the

shadow exchange rate diverges from the actual exchange rate* In other

words, exports should be subsidized and imports taxed to offset the effects

of over—valuation and if the balance of payments threatens to deteriorate

as a result of domestic price inflation; the policy makers should increase

the incentives for both export and import substitution proportionally,



rather than concentrate on increasing the incentives for import sub

stitution as they normally do.jy

Taxation of land

The oldest form of taxation known viz tax on land perhaps still offers

the greatest potentiality for resource mobilization from, the agricultural

sector with a minimum of adverse ef-fect on incentivesto save and invest.

However, there are still severe limitations in the way of effective,use of

land tax in most of the African countries as the traditions of private

rural land ownerships and registration of land titles are not well developed.

There is still nomadic agriculture being practised in many countries with

cultivators moving on to hew sites in the jungle as soon as their existing

plots under cultivation lose fertility or some other adverse circumstances

are encountered. No systematic attempts have so far been made at cadastral

surveys in any African country with the result that there are serious

limitations in the establishment of a proper land and property taxation

system even when there is a will to do so.

- The conditions for the imposition and effective collection;of a rural

land tax are generally lacking in most of the African countries although

a low rate tax on some farm lands is being applied in some places e.g.

Uganda. However, the taxation of urban land has made some progress since

independence in some countries. In the major Ghaniari"and ''"Nigerian cities
the taxation of urban property is generally confined to improvements and

to annual rental value with no taxation of unimproved land. In Kenya and

Tanganyika where the urban land titles are more clearly defined, there,is

taxation of land values in the urban areas with improvements fr.ee of tax.

In Uganda both land and improvements are taxed but the farmer at a much

higher rate. In the rural areas the occupiers do not pay rest for the
use of land. .

v

^ Most of the African developing countries do not have the large

land holding problem as in case of Ethiopia (This is presently receiving

attertlon of the Imperial Government and some.land reforms are likely to
be introduced soon). ' . ■ ■ t: i"

Importance of land tenure conditions

While the scope of this paper does not permit a discussion of the
important question of land reforms it may be emphasized that land tenure

conditions are one of the most basic influences on the producers1 incentives

to use more purchased inputs or invest in the lcnger term improvement of his
holding. It is well known that productivity perhectare is generally

greatest on small owner operated holdings. Even where a large scale re

distribution of land ownership is not considered feasible or necessary, there
is still much scope for other improvements in land tenure conditions to

increase producers incentives. The replacement of a share cropping arrange

ment by a fixed rent or the raising of the producers' share of the crpp: can

I/The Fiscal Policy and Balance of Payments by Harry G. Johnson in 'Taxation
for. African Ecqnomic Development Edited by Milton & Taylor Michigan ; '
State University1. , : . •
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directly increase the returns he can expect to accrue personally to him
from a given expenditure on inputs. Improved tenancy regulations to
provide security of tenure are no doubt the need of the hour in many

developing countries to remove the producers1 disincentive to make any

long-term improvement designed to increase land productivity.

Land—an underutilized resource in Africa

Land is generally speaking an under utilized resource in most of the
African- developing countries. In case of large land-holdings the aim

is not the maximization of profits. In such cases a system of.land

taxation;would certainly exercise a powerful effect to encourage maximum
productivity. If the taxation system suitably incorporates penalty

provisions for allowing the land to remain idle or for its unproductive
use, it would certainly have a visible effect on productivity and
stimulate agricultural employment,

A system of land taxation can also be made progressive by providing

higher rates of taxation per hectare as the size of holding increases.
This would provide a stimulus for the sale of surplus land.

System of land valuation

The major problem to be encountered in introducing a sophisticated
system of land -taxation is to carry out as a first step detailed

cadastral -survey and establish more or less reasonable system of land

valuations. As these surveys have not been carried out in most cases the
record of implementation of land taxation systems so far in African develop

ing countries- has not been very encouraging. The experience of countries

in the Indian sub-continent and Latin America, which have had systems of land
taxation in some form or another for a very long time, has also not

been a very happy one because such systems are apt to become outdated

soon if measures are not taken to revise upwards the old valuations op.

which the tax rates were determined. As the old valuations are not in
In conformity with changes in prices of agricultural produce that have

taken place since those evaluations were made the tax yields have been
eroded greatly by inflation. This has provided with a,strong stimulus

for the revision of old valuations or to develop new taxation systems

which would be better oriented to changing conditions and foster needs
of development.

Land tax — a productive fiscal source

A properly conceived and applied land tax offers a promising solu

tion to the pressing fiscal problem of several African developing

countries. The circumstances in most of these countries are not favour

able for the collection of a fiscally productive personal income tax

on farmers. The presence of a large non-monetary economy not only forms ...

■a~barrier to a broad based income tax system but it also prevents the

government from reaching the agricultural population through large scale

use of indirect taxes. The Governments in many cases arc not disposed

to undertake the actual collection and marketing of agricultural products.



Unless therefore a country exports a significant portion of its agricul

tural output* export levies do not provide an effective alternative to

land taxation. Even in economies dependent on exports of primary agricul

tural commodities a complimentary relationship between export duties

and land taxation system could be worked out with great revenue and

other advantages.

Advantages of land tax

The advantages of adopting a broad based system of land taxation

may be summarized as follow!

i) The revenue potential of land taxation is comparatively

larger since it can be applied to the whole agricultural

sector j

ii) The design of land taxes can be made more dynamic in order

to serve a variety of equity and economic considerations than

is possible in case of alternative taxation measures;

iii) The land taxes provide an effective instrument of breaking

up tax—collection barriers of a large non-monetary sector;

iv) Through a system of recordings and land registration the

liable tax—payers can be more easily identified with the result

that the administration and collection of the tax would be

facilitated. Moreover the land itself and its produce would

stand as a guarantee for the recovery of government dues.

Taxation of agriculture is still linked with the traditional con

cepts of the authority of the state land tenure and tenancy rights etc»

It is therefore still practicable as an easily understood instrument

especially in the developing countries*) ,

Traditional land tax

The traditional land tax is defined as a global tax (in rem)

having as its theoretical tax base the productive capacity of land or

standards devised to represent such capacity. The oldest and the most

prevalent forms of this tax have been the farm-output tax and the land

tax proper* The land tax was usually based on the presumptive land

income according to the cadastral survey assessed with reference to one

specific year or an average of a number of years. The tax was regarded

as a payment to the sovereign in whom the ownership of land was invested

in exchange for the use of the lande



Productive capacity

The productive capacity of land is difficult to determine as it

could refer to the optimum use of land or the prevailing norms and;

moreover to the gross or net output. To determine the production

capacity in cash values would require valuation of net output on the

basis of prevailing prices after deducting the cost o^ transportation

and other incidental charges*. In those cases where the agriculturists

do not own the land? a deduction is allowed for the rent paid to the

landlord who is also liable to tax for the rent received.

Capital or sales value

Land tax may also be assessed on the basis of capital or sales

value of the land as is being done in most states of the United States

and in other countries in the Western Hemisphere,

Whatever basis is used there is considerable rigidity in the system

of land taxation, unless special measures are taken to remove this

rigidity the system is. apt to lo% its utility- The major problem lies

in the area of cadastral tax liability which - as usually determined

in fixed charges,— becomes extremely low in real value as prices rise

upwards following the inflationary trends. Such rigidities could be

overcome by basing the assessment on the average price and output of five

to ten years. When the actual prices or output fluctuate beyond a

certain limit of the standard used, revision could be allowed either at

the request of the taxpayer or according to the discretion of the tax

administration. This rigidity could also be reduced by levying taxes in

kind and also by adopting systems whereby the cadastral records refer

only to the output capacity of the holding for which tax is calculated

and announced annually on the basis ,of .it-he prevailing prices of the

crop.

Cadastral survey

'*.

Since the most important aspect of land, tax assessment and administra

tion is a system of cadastral survey it is.necessary to comprehend

what is involved in this exerciser, The operation involves the measure

ment of land, its gradation according to the nature of the soilr its

productivity, kinds of crops grown, area under cultivation, means of

irrigation and drainage, marketing facilities etc.; location, size^

value and ownership (or the basis of occupancy) of each tract of land

in a specified area. The record normally consists of:

i) a set of large scale maps on which each "survey plot" appears
as a recognizable unit; and

ii) corresponding registers which contain in tabular form the
information needed to describe and identify each plot.
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In addition there is a system of cross references between the maps and

registers. In view of the information they contain on the size, location,

owner, soil classification, present use and capabilities of each plot of land,

the cadastral records can be of great help in promoting a better system

of land taxation if they are based on objective criteria and reflect the

current situation. There is no doubt however that this work is time

consuming and requires specially trained personnel to perform it satis

factorily. ' The use of modern techniques like aerial photography etc.

could be of great'use for this purpose. The use of presumptive techniques

can also be employed usefully to keep the assessment basis currents

Rationalized basis of assessment

In order to evolve an equitable system of land taxation between

the different regions of the same country, it is essential to evolve

standardized and rationalized bases of assessment for different parts

and to keep this under periodical revision. Thereis no doubt that

the considerations involved in this task are complex and varied. However,

as observed by Wald: ,

"The most valuable and efficient tool for a successful reconstruction

of land taxation* giving particular emphasis to rationalizing the tax

.base is a system of land classification and rating according to indices

of productive capacity and relative income potentials A country able to

carry out that basic step — or else to adopt other land classification

methods, which though less satisfactory than the more advanced techniques,

will still give reasonable recognition of differences on the productive

capacity of land — can apply an appropriate taxing formulae and, if desired

introduce adjustments for personal exemptions and allowances* Further

modifications to soften the tax impact on new productive investments can

also be allowed"._!/

Mr- Wald hcs also made valuable suggestions for the adoption of the

techniques of soil mapping and use capability classification for determin

ing scientifically the capacity of land to produce various crops. He

has also suggested methods of rating according to presumptive net and

yardstick methods etc in certain cases.

The incidence; equity and incentive consideration of jand tax

The traditional notion about land tax has been:

"That portion of the produce of the earth which is paid to the land

lord for the use of the original and indestructible powers of the soil".

Although economists have long been concerned about the role of

' land and land rent, there has been a good deal of confusion about the

economic contribution of land* However, the traditional view has

persisted in one form or the other to the present daya Ricardo, who is

the chief exponent of the traditional view, believed that rent on land

arose because the pressure of population brought different grades of land

into cultivation, and the amount of rent for any given plot was determined

1/ Ibid pages 186-187.



by the excess of its yield over the yield on "marginal land" defined as

the poorest land in actual cultivation, since the latter produced just

enough to cover production costs, including the wages of the cultivator,

leaving nothing for rent* RicardoTs doctrine of rent has now lost

much of its vogue since with the modern technological advancement, it

has been realized that the properties of soil depend as much on human

effort as on nature.

The concept of equity and justice in taxation is a subjective one,

its meaning would differ with different people? and different countries.

Moreover, whatever the concept of equity in a country may be? there

would always be difference of opinion about the extent to which any

particular tax satisfies the standard embodied in the concepts Furthermore,

no country can apply standards oi' equity without regard being paid to

financial economic and administrative considerationso

As elaborated by Wald: "In contrast to individual income taxes

which are specifically designed to serve as comparatively refined

instruments of equitable taxation, land taxes are much more the product of

fiscal expediency or opportunism"© It is generally held that "under actual

conditions the tax on agricultural land ie but rarely shifted to the consumers,

Shifting it is believed takes place betx/een owners of land and tenants

only. The basic principles in this respect as explained by Wald may be

summarized as follows: - .

i) The tax on pure "economic rent" expressed either in terms of

annual or capital value will always be borne by the landlord;

ii) A tax that is greater than the economic rent of land will be

shifted to the extent that the tax discourages landlords from

replacing the capital improvements which account for the

difference between the economic rent and the total rent, A

tax that exceeds the economic rent impinges on the reward to

the labour and capital invested in land improvement. Part of

the tax may thus be shifted to consumers of agricultural products

in the form of increased prices;

iii) A tax ie excess of total rent (economic rent plus the return

on the land) tends to cur :ail investment in agriculture

and to encourage the abandonment of marginal land? with the

result that the tax tends to be shifted forward to consumers

and backwards to labourers and tenants; .

iv) A tax that is uneven in the initial impact on different

classes of land or that applies to some classes of land and

not to others, tends to be spread evonly among all landowners

to the extent that land in marginal uses is shifted from

heavily taxed to lightly taxed categories.

As pure economic rent accounts for only a small part of land value

in most of the countries today- heavy land taxes by adding to the cost

of production might reduce agricultural outputo The possibility of

shifting of agricultural taxes to other sectors would vary in different

circumstances, depending on the elasticity of supply of agricultural

commodities»
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Moreover the relative immobility of factors of production-Art .agricul

ture tend to restrict both intersectoral and intra—sectoral shifting of

land taxes. A penalty tax on idle land therefore would induce the land

being brought under cultivation.

Equity, in taxation simply means impartiality among persons in like

economic:circumstances or differentiation on reasonable basis among

persons in unlike circumstances. This involves determination of the net

income: of each individual; which is the basic criterion of the ability to

pay principle. However, this is not easy to determine in the agricultural

sector in view of large;element of non-monetized sector* This factor also

makes..,it rather difficult to introduce personal exemptions on the basis

of individual or family circumstances* To what extent therefore we can

go in achieving equity in land taxation is to be determined by each

country in accordance with its own circumstances. However, it goes without

saying that there is great need for introducing some workable notions of

equity and incentive effects/in land tax system in order not only to make

it more flexible but also responsive to the needs of economic development.

To determine the proper measure to be taken to make the land tax equitable

and provide incentives for increasing agricultural production would

require a detailed analysis of income distribution, consumption patterns,

size of holdings and extent of government investments in agricultural

development. Some of the measures that might be considered for adoption

of such a survey would be:

i) Rationalizing the land tax base by introducing personal instead
of the impersonal system (in rem) as at present;

ii) Bringing the agricultural incomes within the purview of a
progressive income tax in addition to the levy of a land t'ax.

When this is done and the base of income tax widens, the rates

of land tax shall have to be kept low;

iii) Differentiation in tax treatment in case o£- owner-cultivator ir
and absentee landlord. The latter to be taxed more heavily than

. the former;

iv) Provision of special incentives for the promotion of better farm
ing techniques and land improvement;

v) Penalizing, by heavy tax uneconomic use of land or the keeping
of cultivable land idle; .

yi) Provision of different tax rates for different crops to achieve
desired shifts in agricultural production;

vii) Subjecting speculative gains in land values to additional taxes}

viii) Evolving of a comprehensive system of recovering betterment levies
.to cover part or all of the. cost of specific public investments

yielding specific benefits to land owners;

ix) Taking care of marked regional differences in the tax system.
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Presumptive assessments

We have already referred to the difficulties of assessing agricul

tural incomes in order to determine the capacity of each individual to

pay taxes. In view of these it would be necessary co develop techniques

of presumptive assessments suited to the conditions in 6ach country in

order to value produce of land, production-costs and presumed income.

The need for presumptive assessments is not peculiar to the developing

countries. Several developed countries are making use of these

techniques to a very large extent in the agricultural sector* In France

for instance income derived from agricultural activities is detericiBod

presumptively except in those cases where the taxpayer opts in favour ;

of determination of actual income based on his records'as in the case
of other, sources of income. The presumptive income is determined per

hectare for each category or type of agricultural production in

accordance to the actual harvest and of the other products of the farm

realized in the course of the year reduced by a number of cost and other
allowances enumerated in the Income Tax Code.

The practice of presumptive assessments is followed by many other
countries e.g. Belgium, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, UK

and Japan.

In Sweden income from agricultural property is classified as income
of a special category within the overall framework of a global income

tax. A fraction of the real property value is presumed to constitute

as a minimum income tax payable under the local income tax and actual

income in excess of this amount is separately added to the taxable

income in the income tax returns. The owner or occupant of the farm

land is required to report as farm income various items of presumed income,

"The most important of these is the yearly value of living quarters

used by the taxpayer, his family and his personal servants. 'In addition

he must report the value of those portions of the property used for

his personal comfort or convenience - viz. guest rooms, stables, bath
houses, garages, hunting preserves, etc. If the taxpayer uses farm

products for his needs or those of his family or other members of his

household, the value of those products must also be reported as farm
income. Similarly, he is taxed on the value of products used to pay

labourers or to meet any obligations, to pay special benefits to another,
or retired employee for example. If in addition, he uses products

from the farm in a separate business which he operates, the value of

the products must be included in the farm income5 or corresponding deduct

ion may be taken as an expense from the business income".!/

, Ability to pay cannot be measured in terms of net income in cases

where potentially fertile land may be allowed to lie follow by big

landlords. Under such conditions the total area held by each individual

with its potential net yield should be the guiding factor for determining
the taxable capacity.

1/ Wor.ld Tax Series - Sweden Harvard Law School International Tax
Programme - Little Brown and Co.



There is no doub1; that resort to presumptive assessment is necessary

in special cases e«gc where no records are kept or available and' in

those cases where the existing records are not considered reliable or

complete* The taxing authority in such cases has to reconstruct the

taxpayers3 income by compilation of data or by estimating the income

on the basis of some external oritei-iac

. The actual valuation made in respect of one specific year may

also be usc_i for presumptive assess ,ents of subsequen years* This

method is generally applied iu the case of real property tax where the

assessment made at one time continues for the following years until

another assessment is made*

The use of presumptive assessments should be restricted as far as

possible to farming units belov a certain size or below a certain

level of income^ Large estates; plantations? co-operatives and cor

porations should as far ?.s possible be dealt with on the basis of

determination of income baaed on actual records* Although presumptive

taxation by its very nature does not require the reporting of income

and costsp some provision must be made for tax payers to switch over

from one tax basis to another if the extension of the regular income

tax into this sector of the economy is not to be held back. An obvious

incentive to changing from tha presumptive to the regular tax system

would be the application of a relatively high rate of presumption*

Deductions and__allowances_

the considerations of equity and justice in taxation, would stipulate

that while personalizing the tax system, as applicable to. agricultural

incomes the same personal allowances and deductions should be allowed to

farmers as in the- case of salaries? wages and business incomes* This

however is a very complicated question* For lack of proper accounting

methods, it is difficult to lay down proper rules in these respects* It

would be essential f<2r tax purposes to separate the expenditure of a

capital nature eVg*. that on the acquisition of livestock, equipment tools

and the improvement of soily fencing, laying down of wallsf digging of

irrigation hannels? storage dams a d raising of embai cments etcc There

is also the related question of allowing depreciation of machinery?

equipment^ tools? buiMings and livestock etc* and a satisfactory tax

system must make provision for these on a ■■-satisfactory basis* These

improvements could be made in the tax system as one goes along, but lack

of proper criteria in these respects should not hold back the progress

towards the adequate taxation of agricultural incomes^ It would be

necessary in the existing conditions of most developing countries in

Africa to set vn expert survey groups drawn from the fields of agricul—

ture3 taxation and economic planning to go into all these and related

issues and questions and evolve a workable systeiru



In kind collection system

As against "rental value concept" in assessing land tax some

countries have used the "in kind form of tax" which involves a "gross

produce" or gross income concepte'\J The earliest example of the applica

tion of this concept was the "titJjc' which was applied at a proportionate

rate to the gross produce at harvest time* Wald has shown that in the

countries v.uich have adopted the gr jss produce (in ki d) or marketed

produce system of land tax? the land tax collections as percentage of

the total tax collections are much higher than the countries relying

on the annual rental value or capital value concepts0

The in kind collection system would present considerable administra

tive problems of collection; storing and disposal. However, the system

decidedly has the advantage of being anti-inflationary as it provides the

Government "with a kind of insurance against loss of purchasing power of

its tax receipts in the event that prices rise",2/ The application of

this system in conjunction with compulsory food procurement schemes

by governments could have decidedly — more advantages than disadvantages.

The collection of in kind taxesT in addition to the collection of normal

revenue yield would have the advantage of providing government with

profits which otherwise would go to the middlemen.

Produce taxes

If the marketing system is controlled by the government, another

possibility is to levy produce taxes. The mechanism in this case is that

the Government buys an agricultural crop and sells it through official

markets at fixed prices.. It pays the seller price net of tax and collects

the actual tax later from the buyer (a wholesaler or other intermediary).

This type of tax however is difficult to administer when prices

are not controlled. Moreover this system cannot readily make allowances

for family status or for costs of production or be levied at other than

proportional rateso

Taxation of agricultural inputs

The introduction of high yielding cereal varieties and beneficial

use of purchased inputs like fertilizers and insecticides etc. has

resulted in the emergence of prosperous commercial farmers in many countries.

It may be useful to tax this class of farmers by raising the prices of

such inputs particularly fertilizers by eliminating government subsidies.

However, caution is required in tapping this source as taxation of such

inputs as fertilizers is a delicate matter because of their dominant role

in technological improvement and intensification of production Probably

a fertilizer tax would be justified in a country where there is excess

demand for this input- but it would be dangerous in countries where

their use is only beginning to become widespread., Similar considerations

1/ Some forms of in kind collection instead of cash collections have been

tried in Korea, Taiwan and Burma- The system of taxing agricultural incomes

through marketed produce is used in Iraq and Syria.

2/ Wald Ibid p.157*



would be relevant for the taxation of other inputs like agricultural

machinery and tractors.

Water'rate

The supply of water for irrigation on a commercial basis is another

possibility in countries such as the Egypt Arab Republic, where

irrigation water is at present supplied free of charge* The absence

of a water rate may lead not only to the uneconomic use of water, but

also to misallocation of other productiva resources including labour.

In any case, the introduction of a water rate should be actively considered

when investment in new irrigation projects has been financed through

borrowed funds« In this case however cases of implied discrimination

in favour of the beneficiaries of earlier irrigation, projects,, not

subject to a water rate, would have to be carefully considered in

order to develop a rational basis for assessment of water rates. In

circumstances of this kind the most equitable method of taxation appears

to be a nation wide land tax. on the improved value of lando

Consumption taxes

In the absence of an effective land tax, or in face of the difficul

ties to extend the scope of the general income tax to cover rural in

comes, the agricultural incomes could be taxed indirectly through the

levy of consumption taxes on commodities purchased from the non—agricul

tural sector. By turning the terms of trade against farmers, these

taxes tend to increase the marketed surplus of agricultural products.

Apart from the traditional import and export duties, indirect taxes like

sales tax and excise duties are increasingly being used in view of the

relative ease in the administration of these taxeso

Too much reliance on indirect taxes is often criticised on the

ground that they distort market prices, causing resources to be allocated

less efficiently and because in general they have a regressive impact. It

is therefore quite correct to plan for a gradual shift from indirect

to direct taxes, although some public finance experts claim that no

priori case exists for the alleged superiority of direct taxes on

welfare grounds and equity considerations.. Prof. Dosser calls it "at

least a slippery concept varying over time and space"* Waiting for1 develop

ment of direct taxes on theoretical considerations and not allowing the

potential of consumption taxes to reach rural incomes is not a wise

policy in the existing circumstances when revenue considerations are

supreme.

Betterment levies

A mention of the use of special assessments or betterment levies to

finance agricultural development projects may also be made here. These

take the form of charges imposed to cover part or all of the cost of

specific public investments which yield special benefits to the owners of

the assessed properties. In the situation in most developing countries



special localized benefits often greatly exceed the costs in the case

of many projects in the general fields of irrigation, drainage and

transportation* The initial investments in such cases is met with

through other revenues or loans with the outlay being recovered as the

collections based upon the special assessment are received* "In theory,

a special assessment aims to determine the portion of the cost of the

public improvement that gives rise tc a special as opposed to a general

benefit, and to apportion thtit part of;the cost among the property

owners in the area where the special benefit is localizedo The presence

of visible local benefits, of course makes the taxes more acceptable to

the local population".1/

Because landowners may be presumed not to have the ready cash, the

capital cost of the project cannot be realized in a lump sum upon

completion of the project., Not only is it necessary to apportion the

assessment so that no one is required to pay more than the benefits he

receives, but it is also necessary to allow for the effect of raising

land valuations for tax purposes once the improvement is completed. The

objective of the assessment should be to tax away a substantially higher

proportion of the added benefit than would be taxed under the regular

land tax? this is an appropriate objective because the addsd benefit is

attributable to government rather than private investment» Since most

projects will yield general as well as localized benefits, it is usually

not necessary that the total cost be recovered through special

assessments *

There are several possibilities open for taxing the "unearned

increment" in land values:

i) a one time levy may be imposed on the basis of the increment
in land value from a fixed date in the past?

ii) past increments in value may be taxed at the time of transfer,
possibly at rates which vary according to the class of land

and the length of time held;

iii) finally provision may be made for taxing future; increments in
value at specified internals.

Administrative Considerations - Need for Simplicity and Economy

While there may not be any dispute about the desirability of bringing

agricultural incomes within the purview of income tax, the administrative

considerations involved in the successful introduction of the contemplated

measures require to be fully gone into in order to remove obvious short

comings. One should aim at practical measures to reform the system

of taxing agricultural incomes suited to different country settings

so that these could be built into the tax structure as efficient instruments

of development financings Tax proposalsP however well formulated, may fail

to achieve the desired results unless they are matched with the available

administrative capacity to handle them. One cannot stress too much the need

for simplicity and economy,, The financial and physical costs of

l/Wald Ibid pages 37 - 38,
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administering a tax should be an important consideration in formulating

new tax measures. The administration of land taxes in particular would

require adequately trained decentralized staff located in farming

communities all over the country. Along with improving the quality of

tax personnel through an effective recruitment programme and training

it is also necessary to foster the development of a national attitude

towards the tax system \J. There is no doubt that willing taxpayer

compliance will ease the task of tax collection and enforcement in many

important ways andwill also decrease administrative costs* The basic

equitableness of the tax system, the fairness with which taxes are

assessed and collected and public confidence in government are the most

important factors ensuring taxpayers confidence and co-operation* tfald

has very righ^y concluded "It is not surprising to find that the better

administered land taxes are generally found in countries with well-

developed systems of land administration. "£/ The major fields of land
administration listed are: ""

i) registration of property rights, including water rights and
rights to forests and grazing land;

ii) supervision of the land tenure system, including terms of leasing
agreements, rights to lease holders, and rights of secondary
occupation; and

iii) preparation of an inventory of land resources, including
mapping of public and private lands and surveys of soil

productivity and land use.

The most important instrument of a successful administration of land
taxation as we have-already seen is the cadastre, which is the official re
cord of the location, size and ownership (or other basic of occupancy)
of each tract of land in the area covered.

Fiscal incentives for promoting agriculture '

Most of the African developing countries have accorded priority to
agricultural development in their national development plans. It is of the
utmost importance therefore that fiscal policy as it affects this vital
sector is used with the utmost caution and the existing system is not

disturbed without fully understanding the administrative and other implica
tions of the changes if any. In the context of the policy outlined in the
national.development plans there would be the need for building into the
tax system of special, incentives for the promotion of better techniques of
cultivation, land improvements, soil conservation, irrigation facilities,

1/ For a comprehensive account of administrative requisite see "Tax
Administration in under-developed countries" by Stanley S. Surrey in
University of Miami Law Review XII, Nos. pp.158-188

2/ Ibid page 165*



fencing and promotion of subsidiary activities like tree plantation,

animal husbandry and poultry farming etc. and depreciation provisions.

The best incentives that can be effective in getting farmers to increase

their production are primarily economic. These are listed by Mosher as:

i) remunerative price relationships;

ii) a reasonable share of the harvest; and

iii) the availability of goods and services that farmers would like
to be able to purchase for themselves and their families l/.

In this connection, fiscal policy as it affects agriculture should

particularly lay emphasis on penalizing with high tax rates - un

economic use of land or the keeping of cultivable land idle* Consideration

should also be given in certain cases to the taxing of the potential
production value of land.

As agriculture moves ahead in African developing countries, there

would be need for making appropriate adjustments in the taxation

system. However, expert discretion is called for in the application of

various techniques in order to use fiscal policy not only as a tool

for deriving maximum revenues but also as a device for increasing
agricultural production.

In this connection proper inter-relationships would have to be

established between agriculture and other sectors and - their implications
in terms of national development goals and priorities. Failure to lay

proper emphasis on development of agriculture along with industrial

development may seriously retard the process of economic development

itself.. The shortage of agricultural raw materials would certainly slow down
the growth of industries dependent on such materials. The slow growth in

foreign exchange earnings from agricultural exports would reduce the
imports of capital goods and industrial raw materials necessary for

deve1opment.

Considerations of fiscal policy cannot be divorced from measures to

improve institutional farm credit systems to support rapid agricultural

development. Developing countries in Africa which have not already done

so should set up national agricultural banking and marketing corporations

to serve the needs of their farmers. It may also be stated that experience

of many countries has shown that the propensity to save for agricultural

investment and the readiness to bear fiscal burdens cannot be increased

without a certain minimum improvement in the welfare of the agricultural

population. The overall national development plans should therefore

allow for an adequate consumption of industrial consumer goods by the

rural population to satisfy their needs. Urban life is subsidized in

most developing countries through a whole set of quasi fiscal measures such

as cheap housing, schools, hospitals, piped water and other services and

amenities. These are no doubt powerful factors ..in inducing rural to

urban migration. Fiscal policy should not be merely approached from the

angle of getting resources from the"agricultural sector for investment in

the rest of the economy. While this should be a major goal, - its pursuit

too - single-mindedly, with consequent neglect of the development needs

of the rural sector would be self-defeating in the long-run.

I/Getting Agriculture Moving A.T. Mohser, F.A. Praeger publishers, New York
1965-
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Need for expert discretion

We may conclude this discussion of taxation of agricultural incomes

in developing Africa by repeating that expert discretion is called for

in the application of various measures and techniques in order to

derive the maximum revenues from this important but tricky sector

without causing any unwholesome effects on the economy or causing,

serious political repercussions•>

Major conclusions and recommendations

i ■ ■

Agriculture being the; major sector of economy in most developing

countries in Africa, tax reform planning in these countries should pay

proper attention to redesigning the system of taxation,in order to

adequately raise resources from this sector and to use fiscal policy as

an effective tool of increasing agricultural production. At present

there is no systematic or rational approach in these countries to mobilize

resources from the agriculture sector for development.

The bulk of revenues from agriculture in most African developing

countries is being obtained from export taxes of some sort, A wide

variety of personal taxes, local rates or fiscal minimum are also being

applied us the main direct individual tax affecting agricultural incomes.

In many developing countries in Africa, the definition of income

for purposes of individual income tax includes agricultural incomes,

but in practice because of administrative and political difficulties

tax enforcement in this respect is very poor.

Because of lack of registered land titles in most cases land taxes

are also not being used effectively to siphon off surplus from agricul

tural incomes for productive purposes.

In the context of continuing pressure for increasing public

revenues, the need to improve the revenue elasticity of tax systems is

being keenly felt by tax reform planners* Special attention in this

respect requires to be paid to the introduction of special simplified

operational techniques of taxing agricultural incomes* This has no

doubt a vital role to play in accelerating economic development largely

on the basis of "self—reliance"°

As the personal taxes are designed to reach the bulk of the male

working population^ they provide a good basis for extending the coverage

and scope of income taxation. However, as their basis is existence

rather than income there is need for introducing an element of progressivity

in. the rates of personal taxas while retaining a basic minimum in order

to derive the maximum revenue advantage. In case of individuals who

are already covered under the individual income tax,.the collection of

personal tax could be equated with that of income tax. This would avoid

confusion in the operation of the two tax systems.



In. cases where agricultural inco..ies are not being effectively reached

by the existing taxation measures and the introduction -of new measures

in the short—run to achieve this objective are not considered to be

feasible a suitable increase in the basic rates of personal taxes

payable by farmers of arable land could be considered. Since the personal

taxes would be required to be paid in money, they would have the

beneficial effect of forcing the farmers to sell their produce or

labour services.

The pre-requisites for the establishment of an equitable individual

income tax system are lacking in most African developing countries, where

the bulk of income tax revenues comes from a few large business firms,

plantations and from government employees,. In. the existing circumstances

the General Income Tax for a variety of reasons cannot be used as an

efficient fiscal instrument for reaching all taxable agricultural

incomes even though the integration of the agricultural incomes with

other incomes for tax purposes is a sound approach conceptually.

Although export duties on primary commodities and profits of

marketing boards have provided significant resources for the public sector

from the agriculture sector they have been essentially a variable and

widely fluctuating source of revenues.

Generally speaking, the export duties are retrograde in principle

and discourage exports. While levying export duties, therefore, their

possible disincentive effects on export production must be carefully

weighed.

: J: The objective should be to replace export taxes eventually when

other forms of taxation can be successfully applied to raise revenues.

As a source of Government revenue export taxes are of an uncertain

character in view of the effect of the changes in world market prices.

Fluctuations of revenues from export taxes pose problems of treasury

management and in this respect therefore are also disadvantageous.

If the export taxes are properly manipulated relative to export

prices through changes in the tax law or through the application of

sliding scale rates their disincentive effects can be greatly mitigated.

This system would also capture part of the gains arising from a rise

in world prices and also help in insulating the economy from the

effects of export fluctuations*. However, continuation of high rates of

export duties in a period of falling prices is likely to be burdensome

and to damage export earnings <>

The economic effects of reserves or surpluses created by the

marketing boards are the same as of export duties. As long as a country

has to rely heavily on export taxation the marketing board trading

surpluses should be converted through appropriate adjustment of fiscal

structure into export duties and treated identically with'other government

revenues. In this way the development responsibilities of the government

would be clearly separated from other functions now being performed by

the marketing boards such as intra—seasonal price stabilization, orderly

marketing and so forth. Moreover as the opportunity for direct taxation

of other sources of income appear, one could hope for a more equitable and

less distorting tax structure.



Deliberate deprassing of terms of trade for agriculture through

price mechanism is a negative approach and cannot be followed for a

long time in African developing countries without risking, failure to

achieve or sustain the desired growth rate in agriculture. Measures

to stabilize the prices received by farmers for a number of years would

give better results in terms of influencing the patterm of production.

The taxation of land still offers the greatest potentiality for

resource mobilization from the agri mlture sector wit . a minimum of

adverse effect on incentives to save and investo However., there are

still severe limitations in the way of effective use of land tax in

most of the African countries as the traditions of private rural land

ownership and registration of land titles are still not well developed.

No systematic attempts have so far been made at cadastral surveys in

any African country with the result that there are serious limitations

in the establishment of a proper land and property taxation system even

when there is a will to do so*

Generally speaking land is an under-utilized resource in most of the

African developing countries. If the taxation system suitably in

corporates penalty provisions for allowing the land to remain idle or for

its unproductive use, it would certainly have a visible effect on

productivity and stimulate agricultural employmento

The major problem to be encountered in introducing a sophisticated

system of land taxation is to carry out as a first step detailed cadastral

survey and establish more or less reasonable system of land valuations.

A properly conceived and applied land tax offers a promising

solution to the pressing fiscal problem of several African developing

countries. Its main advantages being:

i) The revenue potential of land taxation is comparatively larger
since it can be applied to the whole agricultural sector;

ii) The design of land taxes can be made more dynamic in order to
serve a variety of equity and economic considerations tha.i

is possible in case of alternative taxation it ;asures;

iii) The land taxes provide an effective instrument of breaking up
tax collection barriers of a large non-monetary sector;,

iv) Through a system of recordings and land registration the liable
tax-payers can be more easily identified with the result that

the administration and collection of the tax would be facilitated.

Moreover the land itself and its produce would stand as a

guarantee for the recovery of government dues.

The following measures could be introduced gradually in order to

rationalize the system of land taxation:

i) Introducing personal instead of impersonal system as is traditionally
applied in many countries;
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ii) Bringing the agricultural incomes within the purview of a
progressive income tax in addition to the levy of a land tax.

When this is done and the base of income tax widens, the rates

of land tax shall have to be kept low?

iii) Differentiation in tax treatment in case of owner cultivator
and absentee landlord* The latter to be taxed more heavily than
the former;

iv) Provision of special incentives for the promotion of better
farming techniques and land improvement;

v) Penalizing by heavy tax uneconomic use of land or the keeping
of cultivable land idle;

vi) Provision of different tax rates for different crops to achieve
desired shifts in agricultural production;

vii) Subjecting speculative gains in land values to additional taxes;

viii) Designing a comprehensive system of recovering betterment levies
to cover part or all of the cost of specific public investment

yielding specific benefits to land owners?

ix) Taking care of marked regional differences in the tax system.

'In view of the difficulties involved in assessing agricultural incomes

techniques of presumptive assessments suited to the conditions in each

country should be developed in order to value produce of land, production
costs and presumed income*

In certain cases it would be useful to tax farmers by raising prices

of such inputs as fertilizers, and irrigation water etc.

A gradual shift from indirect to direct taxes should be planned for

as too much reliance on them distort market prices and causes resources

to be allocated less efficiently.

Fiscal incentives for prompting agriculture are no less important

than the objective of raising additional revenues. In the context of the

policy outlined in the national development plans there would b3 need

for building into the tax system of special incentives for the promotion

of better techniques of cultivation? land improvements, soil conservation,

irrigation facilities, fencing and promotion of subsidiary activities like

tree plantation, animal husbandry and poultry farming etc.

The new techniques and mea sures of taxing agricultural incomes should

be worked out thoroughly before being applied in order to derive maximum

revenues without causing any ill effects on the economy or causing serious

political repercussions.
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IN SUMMARISED FORM OF TH^ MAIN FEATURES OF AFRICAN TAX SYSTEMS
AS THEY AFFECT INDIVIDUAL INCOMIS DERIVED FROM AGRICULTURE

East African Community

(Tanzania, Uganda and Kenya)

The tax systems of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, which form the East
African Community, are substantially harmonized. The income tax legislation
of these countries is governed by common legislation, which is enacted by
East African Legislative Assembly subject to the assent of the Presidents of
the three states. In general, only the value of rates and allowances are

governed by national laws. Income tax is charged inter alia on profits from
any right granted to any person for the use or occupation of any property.
The capital expenditures incurred by.the owner or tenant of any agricultural
land on clearing and planting permanent or semi-permanent crops on such land
are allowed to be deducted from assessable income. Individuals are also

liable to surtax on chargeable income.

In addition personal tax is also, levied on individuals in the three
countries. In Kenyo.-this is charged on a progressive scale on all individuals
over the age of 18 years who have income accruing in, derived from or received
in Kenya. In Tanzania it is also levied on. a progressive scale on every
person who is in Tanganyika for any year or part of a yer.r and whose chargeable
income for that year exceeds Sh 2040/- or whose chargeable income during any
month exceeds Sh 170/-. Uganda- also levies a correspondingly graduated tax
and development tax. The development tax is payable by all persons
ordinarily resident in Uganda at a rate of 2 per cent per annum of chargeable
income. The graduated tax is levied at a standard rate regardless of income
but a higher scale of rates linked to the income and wealth of the tax payer

is also provided. .

Since 1963, this tax has been administered by local authorities. The

yield of the graduated personal tax in Uganda is more than the individual
income tax,the number of tax-payers subject to the former being estimated to

be well above three timec the number paying the latter tax.

Land is also taxed at local government level in the three countries.
The amount of rates payable is generally determined by the relevant local
authority and many vary from area to area. A valuation of rateable property
is conducted in Tanzania every 5 years talcing into account the unimproved
value of land. In the case of Uganda a valuation of rateable property is
drawn up by the relevant local authority every three years, taking into
account the improved value- of land and the value of improvements.
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The agricultural commodities aro also subject to levy of export duties

in the three countries. In Kenya duty is levied on f.o.b. value of sisal

(less any cess or tax to which sisal is liable at rates varying from 5 per

cent - 20 per cent depending on the value of the sisal. Coffee exports are

taxed at Shs 400 per ton and pro—rata for every part of a ton.

In Tanzania the export taxes levied are in general specific and they

vary according to Height, the number of items, the value of goods etc.

However, some ad valorem taxes are levied at rates of 3, 4 and 5 per cent.

Specified goods subject to export taxes include coffee, beesuax, various

skins, sisal, tea, meat, certain kinds of timber, pyrethrum extract, cotton

lint and ground nuts.

In Uganda export duty is levied on the value of the coffee which is

determined in different"ways depending on the type of coffee. Cotton export

duty is levied on the value per pound; the value is actual price obtained

f.o.b. Uganda. Duty varies from 2 to 13 cents per pound (plus a surcharge

when the value exceeds 120 cents per pound) on first quality lint cotton and

from 2 to 12 cents per pound (plus a surcharge when the value exceeds 175

cents per pound) on second cruality lint cotton. Specific duties arc also

applied on exports of hides and skins.

All pyrethrum grown in Tanganyika and sold in Tanganyika is also

subject to a tax at a rate of 3h 2/- per pound of the pyrethrum or prorata.

All tobacco sold by the Tanganyika Tobacco Board is similarly subject to a

tax of 5 per cent of the price at which it is sold.

The urban councils in Tanzania levied site rates on unimproved value

of land held on long term leases. The rural district councils derived their

revenues from local rat^s (abolished in 1970) on adult persons on the basis

of any source of income such as wages, profits, immovable property or

personnel belongings and local cesses on crops and livestock and miscellaneous

licence fees. The local rate was applied in 32 districts on a flat rate

"basis (ranging from Shs 24 in the lowest district to Shs 60 in the highest).
In the remaining 26 districts, the local rate was grac.aated according to

income, with maximum rates ranging from Shs 50 to Shs 30000.

Zambia

Individual Income Tax is chargeable from a source within or deemed

to be within Zambia. The exemptions include the income of the Litunga of

Barotseland as Litunga and paid to Chiefs by the Government. Certain amounts

relating to the sale of timber from land is also allowed as deduction. A-

personal tax is payable by all persons of 18 years of age or more living in

the country. This is levied at a rate of K20 per person whose income exceeds

K1000 per annum. For incomes below this level the tax is levied according to

progressive rates ranging from K1.25 on incomes exceeding K120 but less than

K200 to K16.C0 on incomes exceeding K800.01 but less than K999«95-
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An agricultural products levy is charged on agricultural products,which

are defined as dry maize on or off the cob, milk and butter fat and cattle
(i.e. bulls, cows, heifers and oxen) sold for slaughter to the cold storage
board of Zambia. The levy does not apply to agricultural products which are:

a) produced by Africans; or

b) consumed by their producer, members of his household and his servants,

or utilized ~by him"for the feeding of his livestock and poultry. The

maximum rates are as follows:

Maize

Milk

MaximummRate

2|d. per 200 lb

l/5th. of a penny per

gallon

Butter fat 3/lOth of a penny per lb.

Cattle

Actual Rate

1-J-d. per 200 lb of dry

maize of the cob

l/lOth. of a penny per

gallon

3/20th of a penny per lb.

l/6d, per head.

Tobacco growers are also liable to pay tobacco levy on tobsicco sold by

them at a rate of K.0.003 per lb.

Botswana

Income for the purpose of calculating assessable income subject to

Individual Income Tax and local Government personal tax includes amounts

received as premium for the right of use or occupation of land. All income

accruing to the taxpayer in respect of the ownership or sale of livestock is
in principle excluded from the taxpayers aggregate income for the-purpose of

local personal tax. However, in lieu of this exemption, an amount of income

deemed to have been receiv d from the ownership of livestock is added to his

aggregate income at the rate of R4 per head of cattle and R4 for every 7

sheep or goats.

Agriculture! incomes a_-e mainly taxed through the levy of export duties.
Both the exported and slaughtered cattle aro taxed at a rate of £1 per head.

The hides and skins,bonemeal and animals, trophies etc. are also subjected

to export duties at_varying ratec.

Malawi

The assessable income for purposes of income tax includes the market

value of timber growing on land which is sold, or where such timber has been

grown as timber for sale. The Malawi personal tax at the rate of 37s 6d per
annum per taxpayer applies to all male persons (with few exceptions) who have
attained the apparent age of 18 years on the first day of the tax year (i.e.

1 April)o
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Persons residing in the Rural Assessment Area (i.e. the whole of Malawi

with the exception of the three urban areas of Blantyre, Lilongwe, and Zomba)

who are not liable to income tax are liable to the payment of Assessed Tax

on the amount remaining after the deduction from the income (gross income less

amounts exempt from assessed tax) of the taxpayer of all deductions allowed.

Charging of the assessed tax is however limited to:

a) in the case of male persons over 18 years on 1 April following the

end of the year of assessment to taxable income exceeding £16 but not

exceeding £450 in the year of assessment; and

b) in the case of all other persons to taxable income not exceeding £450
in the year of assessment.

There are also levied various cesses based on the exports of hides and

skins and tea. All unmanufactured tobacco sold within the country or exported

is also liable to the payment of tax.

Lesotho

All individuals (with limited exceptions, like students etc.) accruing

or receiving income from sources in Lesotho are subject to Individual Income

Tax. However, in practice the agricultural incomes are not subjected to

payment of Income Tax. A personal tax is levied at a rate of R3-5O per

annum on all male persons who are 21 years of age or over, and who are citizens

of Lesotho or are normally resident there, and males who are 18 years of ago

and over and are married or who have an income of R120 or more. In addition

a taxpayer having more than one wife is subject to a further charge of R2.5O

per annum in respect of each of the second and subsec;uent wives,- p-rovided that

no taxpayer is liable to pay more than R8.5O per annum. Revenues from basic

rate constitute over 50 per cent of the total revenues from direct taxes.

Somalia

Agricultural incomes are included in taxable incomes under Individual

Income Tax. Separate categories of incomes are laid down and taxed

separately. A personal tax is also payable by persons owning Or possessing

slaughtered animals, which are subject to tax at different rates for different

animals.

There are both specific and ad valorem export duties* In addition a

sts-tistical fee is levied at a rate of 5 Per cent.

A number of taxes are levied which provide revenue exclusively for local

administrations, e.g. rate on land value. This is levied on land in use for

agricultural purposes and buildings etc. standing on such land. The rate

varies from area to area but a maximum amount of 1 per cent of the value of

land is laid doi-jn.
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A rate of Sh.bO 2 per "darel" is levied on land cultivated in a

traditional manner on a seasonal basis. There is also a tax upto 5 per cent

on the value of each animal sold.

Ethiopia

Income.Tax is levied on all incomes including those from agriculture.

Tax is however levied through-a. system of schedules i-ihich distinguish between

income arising from different, s-ources. In case of income from agricultural

activities taxed under schedule D at progressive rates the deductions allowed

are any taxes paid on land, rent payable in cash or kind by the taxpayer and

l/3rd of gross income in Ugh of an assessment of production expenses'. If
records etc. are kept, any expenses incurred wholly, necessarily and

exclusively for the production of income are allowed to be deducted. A surtax

is also levied under schedule D on any part of taxable income in excess of

±2th.$30,O0O and an additional surtax of 10 per cent is levied on any part of

taxable income in excess of .:fth.$150,000.

A land tax is also applied at specific rates which vary according to the

area, the province in which the land is situated, the fertility of the land,

and its natur 1 characteristics and situation. However, a variety of

landowners who are holders of :irist gulf1, "siso gult" and "samon!; may be

exempted from the tax,

A cattle tax is also levied annually on each head of cattle at

specified rates. Specific export duties are also levied on a limited range

of agricultural commodities. All exports also pay a transaction tax at 2

per cent.

Burundi

A schedular income tax on gross income from rent from immovable property

is levied at progressive rates after allowing, for a presumptive deduction at

20 per cent on account of expenses.

In addition all persons of 13 years . of age ar-1 over, or if younger,

beneficiaries from earned income or income from rent, who are effectively

resident in Burundi are subject to a minimum personal tax which is fixed

annually by decree between the limits of 550 and 1500 F.

A land tax is also applied to proprietors of property subject to tax.

The rates are: Built up land -r 30F per sq. metre in Bujumbura, 20P per sq,

metre in Gitega and 10F in the rest of the country. All other land is

subject to. a rate of IF per sq, metre.

All transactions-in coffee, tea, cotton, skins and imports of products

which were processed within Burundi are exempt from levy of a transaction tax

which is levied on all transactions in movable and immovable goods, sales and

supplies of goods, services rendered and activities of any kind having the

nature of a transaction. The general rate of transaction tax is 2 per cent,

"but there is an increased rate of 5 per cent levied on transactions in

immovable property.
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Cameroon — Eastern State

. Specified categories of income are subject to a proportional tax levied in

the form of schedular taxes at different rates and a progressive surtax levied

on net total income. The net profit from agricultural sources is taxed at 7»5

per cent in respect of slice less than 200,000 CFA and at 15 per cent in

excess of this limit. All expenses and depreciation are deductible.

Presumptive assessment is allowed to taxpayers whose annual turnover does

not exceed 5,000,000 FCFA in the case of non-commercial activities or 10,000,

000 FCFA in other cases. Those who do not fall under presumptive assessment

are assessed on their actual profits.

The net income collected in the form of rent plus any expenses incurred

by the tenant, less 25 per cent with respect to costs is taxed at 20 per cent.

The transactions affected "by agriculturists, cultivators etc, and products

destined for exportation are exempted from internal turnover taxes.

Central African Republic

Schedular Tax on Agricultural Incomes

Persons engaged in agriculture are included in the categories of taxable

persons. Tax is charged on net profit which is broken down into slices -

income up to 150,000 being exempt - subject to different rates presumptive

assessment of profits is made in respect of taxpayers with an annual turnover

does not exceed 30 million F (sales) or 7,5 million F (other activities).

General Income Tax

All individual receiving income subject to the schedular taxes are also

levied a General Income Tax at progressive rates after allowing a general

deduction of 40 per cent of gross income.

A personal tax is also levied on all ttalo individuals who are not subject

to any other tax. The rates of personal tax varies according to the community

in which the individual resides. Individuals under 18 years of age and members

of the armed forces are exempt.

Lump Sum Tax on Income

Individuals who are not subject to an income tax properly so called, and

other individuals, for whom this-is the "minimum fiscal" are subject to a lump

sum tax. In the case of'farmers the amount of tax is 5000F where income is

less than 100,000F and 10,00OF where income exceeds the amount. There is also

a land tax on the owners of non-built land. The tax base is 8 per cent of the

value assessed by the authorities (valeur venale) of the land.
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Congo Brazzaville

All income is subject to the General Income Tax, taxable income "being

divided into a number of shares according to the family circumstances of the

taxpayer. A progressive scale is applied to each complete share. However,

certain types of income viz that from land, profits from industry, commerce or

agriculture are subject to a complementary tax. The rate of complementary tax

on agricultural income is _8 per cent of profits or 4 per cent in the case where

the total amount of profits does not exceed 600,000 FCFA. The complementary

tax applies equally to actual income from built up and non—built land with a

general deduction of 35 Per cent.

An internal transactions tax is also applied on all activities "carried out

in the country* This is levied in a "cascade" manner on all stages of product

ion including consumption. The tax is applied on the total price of services

and sales at a rate of 2 per cent on first sales and 1 per Gent on all others.

Zaire (Congo Kinshasa)

A schedular income tax on income from rent on property is levied. The

rate of tax varies with income for 20 per cent on the slice of income up to

1000Z up to 60 per cent on the slice of income in excess of 7000Z.

All persons whose income is less than 80Z per annum are subject to a

minimum personal tax at a rate of 4 per cent of their income. Persons owning

buildings, land or vehicles are subject to a personal t^x.. Taxpayers are

divided into seven categories according to the nature of their property and are

taxed according to the category into which they fall at amounts ranging from

5Z to 100Z.

A turnover tax at a general rate of 6.25 Per cent on all exports is also

levied.

Chad

Individuals engaged in agriculture are taxable under the schedular income

tax like other categories of incomes0 Presumptive assessment is allowed. A

land tax is also applied to persons having income from land which is -not

included in industrial and commercial, or non—commercial profits., The rates

vary from 25 per cent to 50 P^r cent of the rental value which is deemed to be

10 per cent of the market value (fixed as 50»000F per hectare in care of rural

property). All individuals receiving income which is subject to the schedular

income tax also pay a General Income Taxo

A civic tax is also payable by all individuals of Chad or foreign

nationalities of 18 years of age or more who are not subject to the individual

income tax. The rate of this tax is fixed at 1400F, 900F or 300F depending on

the locality.
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Gabon

A land tax on non-built land is applied at 20 per cent of the rental

value (which is assessed at 10 per cent of the market value). An exemption

ranging from 3 to 10 years is given with respect to la:d which is freshly

used for cultivation or stock "breeding*

'■ The exports and activities carried out on non—processed agricultural and

forestry products of local origin are exempted from the internal turnover tax.

Upper Volta

The individual schedular income tax covers proportional tax on agricultural

profits. Presumptive assessment is allowed. In addition progressive General

Income Tax and lump sum tax are also levied on total income at progressive

rates.

Dahomey

Net profits realised in agriculture are taxable under schedular income

tax at progressive rates just as industrial and commercial profits.Presumptive

assessment is allowed in case of taxpayers'whose annual turnover does not

exceed 20,000,000 PCPA. Tax is also payable on three income slices of income

from lando A civic tax is also payable by all inhabitants at amounts varying

between 600 and "12,000 FCFAC The General Income Tax is also payable by all

persons whose income exceeds 80,000 CPA,

Niger

The schedular income taxes are designed to cover all persons having profits

from commercial, industrial, craft or agricultural activities. Presumptive

assessment is allowed up to specified limits. Under tue General Income Tax

all persons having an habitual residence in Niger are taxable under progressive

income slices, ^ach heed of family is taxable both v/ith respect to his personal

income and that of his wife. All inhabitants of the country regardless of sex,

origin race or status are also liable to pay a Minimum Tax (impot du minimum
fiscal). The amount of tax payable varies between 2,650 FGFA and 6,050 -FCFA

depending on the category into which the taxpayer is classified. Exemption is

provided for: paupers, members"of the armed forces, and children under 14

years of a~_,e.
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S enegal

The Schedular Income Taxes cover inter alia growers, agriculturists and

stock-breeders.. The tax is levied at progressive rates. The rates of, tax are

reduced by half"for homeVorkers. The General Income Tax, in addition is levied

on the total amount of annual income at the disposal of the -taxpayer. Such

net income is determined by taking into account: the property and capital

possessed by the taxpayer; the professions which he exercises) the salaries;

wages and life annuities which he enjoys; and the profits from all gainful

activities which he carried on. There is also land tax at 3 per cent of the

market value on the ov/ners or usufructuary of open land. Persons resident in
Senegal aged over 14 years are liable to pay a Minimum FiscaJ;.-.T^_according to

the category in which the taxpayer is placed. Exemptions include children who

are regularly enrolled in educational establishments provided that they are

considered to be in the charge of their parents for the purposes of the general

income tax.

Mauritania

The application of schedular income taxes seems to be quite comprehensive

as the law covers profits from agricultural cultivation as well as industrial
and commercial profits, presumptive assessment is allowed up to specified
limits. The General Income Tax is also designed to cover the profits-from all
lucrative activities carried on by the taxpayer. There are also some personal
taxes. Occupants (tenants or owners) of furnished habitations ar^e subject to
a tax of ' 5 per cent of the rental value. A national contribution is,also
payable by all inhabitants of more than 16 years of age of either.sex. The^
amount of tax varies from 100 FCFA to 4,000 FCFA according to the category in

which the taxpayer is classified. Jibcemptions include soldiers, paupers, children

under 16 years of age and persons who are invalids as a result of industrial
accidents. A presumptive tax of 5 per cent of market value is also payable on

the exportation of all products.

Mali

Mali employs a personal (head) tax, a developmental tax and a livestock
tax. The personal tax and the development tax are essentially similar and are
levied within the age group of I4-6O. The taxable base relates to existence

rather than to income. However, these taxes do provide for certain exemptions
sueh as-students,.sick people with certain diseases and mothers with four or
more children. The taxes vary somewhat from region to region.- The revenue from
the development tax is earmarked for regional investments. The livestock tax is
differentiated by type of livestock and is based on holdings as of 1 January.
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Guiaea

The net profits resulting from the aggregate of activities of any nature

(including agriculture) carried out by a taxable person is taxable under

schedular income tax, the normal rate being 27.5 Per cent. There is a special

rate of 16.5 Per cen* however for home-workers. In addition there is a

General Income Tax at progressive rates payable on the total net amount of

annual income at the disposal of the taxpayer. A land tax on the ownership

of non-built land at 1 per cent of the market value is also leviable.

Ivory Coast

The schedular individual income taxes include as taxable persons all

persons having profits from commercial, industrial, craft or agricultural

activities including persons carrying on activities as intermediaries in the

buying and selling of immovable property or the development of land.

Presumptive assessment in case actual profits cannot be assessed is provided

for.

The land tax on undeveloped property is applied to land situated in urban

areas - the rural land being exempt from the tax.

Nigeria

On the basis of regional arrangements effective prior to 1968 income tax

on persons other than companies was levied by the regional Governments and not

by the Federal Government. Provision was made in the tax laws of the regions

for the taxation of communities in certain cases.

Export duties were also levied on a small range of goods. They, were both

specific and ad valorem duties, the rates of the latter being 5 per cent and

10 per cent (sometimes subject to a surcharge where the value of goods

exceeded a certain limit). Agricultural produce in different regions was also

subject to purchase tax or sale tax at varying rates on purchases made by the

marketing boards or licensed buying agents. These taxes were payable by the

sellers, but the marketing boards were accountable for the same. Th'e~rates

on major agricultural commodities were as follows:

Eastern Region

Produce Tax Rate of Tax per.ton
: £ 3 d

Palm Oil 4 0 0.

Palm Kernels 2 0 0
Cocoa ■ 4 0 0

Benni seed 0 10 0

Federal Territory of Lagos

Produce Sales Tax Rate of Tax per ton

CoToI 4 0 0
Palm kernels 10 0
Palm Oil 10 0



Northern Region

Produce Tax

Groundnuts

Benni seed

Soya beans

Sunflower seeds

Seed cotton

Cocoa

Palm kernels

Palm Oil

Produce Sales Tax

Cocoa

Palm kernels

Palm Oil

Rubber

Western Region
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Maximum Tax Rates
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Ghana

The individual income tax generally includes assessable income from all

sources. It also includes inter alia rents, royalties, premiums and any other

profits arising from property. However income from any cocoa farm is totally

exempt and income accruing from a farming enterprise to a person engaged in

such enterprise'" is exempt for the first five years following the commencement

of the enterprise, subject to certain conditions. "Income and profits of any

registered co-operr.tive society (including marketing or consumer societies) are
also similarly exempted.

The rent payable in,, respect of land and buildings occupied by the taxpayer

for the purpose of acquiring income is allowed as deduction from assessable

income. Individuals whose chargeable income does not exceed H04OO are exempted,,

. Specific import duties are levied on a limited number of goods including

construction, timber and kola nuts..

Articles of raw food produced in West Afripa and food prepared in Ghana

(other than in air tight containers) are exempt from consumption sales tax0
The vehicles or tractors mechanically propelled designed for use in agriculture

are also exempt from sales tax.
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The Individuals Schedular income taxes cover agricultural activities.

Presumptive assessment or assessment on actual profits are allowed. Authorized

deductions include general expenses, rents, amortization actually carried out,

taxes and reserves. In addition, further deductions from the amount of tax

payable are provided for depending on the family circumstances of the- taxpayer.

The tax is levied at a rate of 25 per cent on all taxable profits in excess of

100,000 FCFA.

A civic tax (for the benefit of local communities) is also payable by all

persons having an habitual residence in Togo. Exemption is provided for

females, children under 18 years of age and persons over 65 years and paupers.

The rate of tax is fixed annually by constituency councils (conseils de

circonscription) up to a maximum of 1200 ~FCFA. Land taxes are also levied on

the rental value or market value of built up property at rates which, vary from

commune to commune.

Gambia

The rents, royalties, premiums and any other profits arising from property

are included as taxable income under Income Tax law. Specific export duties

are levied on a limited range of commodities. These include — oil seeds

(other than those exported by the Gambia Oilseeds Marketing Board); palm

kernels and certain groundnut oil, cake and meat. The sale of groundnuts made

by the Gambia Oilseeds Marketing Board is subject to sales tax levied on the

selling price which in the case of decorticated groundnuts is the f.o.b.

price in the sales contract, and in the case of undecorticated groundnuts, the

f,o,b. price of decorticated groundnuts equivalent to the price at which the

Board has contracted to sell such undecorticated groundnuts. The tax is subject

to a maximum limit of £5»10 per ton.

Palm wine brought into the city of Bathurst is subject to a duty at a

rate of 9d per gallon. The duty is collected by the city of Bathurst

authorities and forms part of its general revenues.

Sierra Leone

Income from all sources is assessable to Income Tax under progressive

rate schedules. There are no specific land taxes or specific schedules for

taxing agricultural incomes. Export duties are levied on a limited number of

goods. Rates are mainly ad valorem and in general range between 5 per cent and

14 per cent.

Morocco

A specific agricultural tax is levied at progressive rates on all

persons possessing or cultivating agricultural land on the productive capacity

with respect to area and fruit trees and on the income from livestock. There

is no General Income Tax*
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Algeria

All cultivators are subject to a tax on their agricultural profits. The

tax is assessed at 18 per cent of assessable income on all producers of the

earth including stock breeding. Taxpayers are given -one option to be assessed

on their presumptive profits. Those who do not opt for this are assessed on

the "basis of their actual profits computed by working the excess of the

product of the activity over costs.

The presumptive assessments are computed by applying a co-efficient to

the income serving as a basis for the land tax plus 10 per cent of the

livestock ovnied by the taxpayers.

A basic deduction of 1200 DA is granted to each taxpayer plus a personal

allowance of 1200 DA for each dependent child.

The land tax is in addition to the t^x on agricultural profits. This is

applied at 4.3 per cent of the rental value of land plus 10 per cent of the

value of livestock.
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